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Implementation SAP-NLS Solution with SAP IQ
1.1 Solution Overview
Note 2780668 - SAP First Guidance - BW NLS Implementation with SAP IQ

1.2 Checking the Pre-Requisites
1.2.1 Relevant Notes/Information
Note 1750249 - SAPBWNews NW BW 7.30 ABAP SP9
Note 1782744 - SAPBWNews NW BW 7.31 ABAP SP07
Note 1858550 - Downport NLS IQ to BW 7.0X
Note 1737415 - SAP IQ: Enable remote/secondary connect to SAP IQ
Note 3017355 - SAP IQ 16.1 SP04 PLx - correct SAPIQDB.cfg settings
Note 3094594 – Enable SAP IQ for DBACOCKPIT
The SAP BW System you want to use should have either SP07 for 7.31 or higher applied. The existence of
SAP BW on HANA is not required, as the SAP-NLS Solution works with every Database (unicode enabled)
supported by SAP NetWeaver 7.30 and higher. See Note 1796393 for the minimum Release Level if you
cannot make the suggested SP Number.
The SAP IQ must be implemented on a separate physical server. It is not recommended to install the
software on an existing server which held already other Database Instances, as SAP IQ leverages the
complete CPU/Memory for its own usage. One IQ server can be used for multiple SAP-NLS
implementations.
Please note that the Solution is not available for SAP NetWeaver 7.0x Releases, SAP ERP Releases based
on NetWeaver 7.0x and Non-Unicode Systems. Therefore use the CBW NLS Add-On from the
Development Partner PBS – https://www.pbs-software.com/en/products/nearline-storage/sapbw/index.html

03.12.2021
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1.2.2 Default file system layout on the SAP IQ server
Please provide for now the following file system layout on the designated IQ database server.
You might use different locations/file system for the data and backup location. The Directory /usr/sap
points to /sapmnt as the designated location of the Database Layout. Additional physical Filesystems are
not necessary.

Details of the different File System creation can be found in the SAP ABAP 7.52 Documentation
IQ Engine name:

SAPIQSERVER (alternatively <server>_<SID>_<nr>)

IQ Database name:

SAPIQDB

User name for SAP <SID> schema:

SAP<SID>USR

Binary Installation Directory:

/usr/sap/<SID>/SIQ<nr>/

Path for IQ Catalog store:

/usr/sap/<SID>/SIQ<nr>/data/db

Path for IQ DB:

/usr/sap/<SID>/SIQ<nr>/data/db

Path for SYSTEM LOG:

/usr/sap/<SID>/SIQ<nr>/data/log

Path for HTML Query Plans:

/usr/sap/<SID>/SIQ<nr>/data/html

Path for IQ_SYSTEM_MAIN:

/usr/sap/<SID>/SIQ<nr>/data/main

Path for IQ_SYSTEM_TEMP:

/usr/sap/<SID>/SIQ<nr>/data/temp

Path for server MESSAGES:

/usr/sap/<SID>/SIQ<nr>/data/messages

Path for IQ16TMP Space:

/usr/sap/<SID>/temp

Path for trace files:

/usr/sap/<SID>/SIQ<nr>/data/trace

Path for further user DBSPACE:

/usr/sap/<SID>/SIQ<nr>/data/user/USER0001

# $SYBASE
# config
# IQ trace
# IQ load
# IQ sort

Were <SID> is the System ID and <nr> is the Instance Number of the IQ DB
MAIN up to 16GB
TEMP defined 10% of USER space
USER up to the size of your IQ DB
Introduction the SAP IQ 16.1
https://help.sap.com/viewer/a896c6a184f21015b5bcf4c7a967df07/16.1.4.7/enUS/a59810dd84f2101588df81a6f71e8ba3.html

03.12.2021
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Simplex Server Architecture
Simplex is a single instance of an SAP IQ server running on a single node (machine). In a simplex
configuration, the files may be located on a host machine or on a network storage device (or distributed
between the host and the storage device)
https://help.sap.com/viewer/a896c6a184f21015b5bcf4c7a967df07/16.1.4.7/enUS/a443ff3884f21015a8a2d49481839a6c.html

The Multiplex Architecture is not available/evaluated for the SAP-NLS solution.

03.12.2021
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1.2.3 Software Components for the SAP-NLS Implementation
Software Packages can be downloaded from the Software Marketplace (S-User required)
Note 2201721 - How to download SAP IQ binaries, support packages and patches
SAP IQ 16.x Base Installation

➔ https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/softwarecenter

SAP IQ 16.x SP’s

➔ https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/softwarecenter

•

SAP IQ Version 16.0/16.1 GA (Linux and Win64)

•

SAP IQ ODBC Driver/Client for IQ 16.0/16.1 (lightweight client)
https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/softwarecenter

•

03.12.2021
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•

LibDBSL for SAP IQ for 7.49/7.53 EXT-UC Kernel (included in the Sybase ASE DB Version)

•

Please Note that the LibDBSL for SAP Sybase ASE/IQ and the SAP IQ ODBC driver must be
applied on every Application Server as well if they are available. No restart required.

•

SAP IQ Client (Win 64-Bit) - for accessing the IQ database for the sql admin.

03.12.2021
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1.2.4 SAP IQ Database Server under Linux
Installing for the First Time
Follow these steps to install SAP IQ for the first time. Please note that the Installation of the SAP IQ for the
<SID> usage is optimized in several ways also for the native usage of the SAP IQ Database.
•

Read the release bulletin for the latest information. See the special installation instructions section
for any installation instructions not included in this document.

•

Complete all pre-installation tasks. Apply any required operating system patches, check to see that
there is enough disk space and memory and update any necessary configuration changes.

•

Determine the license model you want to use. SySAM supports served and unserved license
models. See the Sybase Software Asset Management (SySAM) 2 Users Guide to determine which
model is best suited for your environment.
•

Use the product and licensing information you received from SAP Sybase to log in to the SAP at
https://support.sap.com/keys-systems-installations/keys.html and generate a license key for
your software. The mentioned licenses can be merged into one file by the time you create them.

•

Install SAP IQ server components, activate your license, then start and test your server.

•

Install and configure SAP IQ client components

Installation SAP IQ 16.1 on UNIX/Linux
https://help.sap.com/viewer/8214756b4d314d09a86fef212e2036d1/16.1.4.7/enUS/7c31f81dbc6a4f5a8d64babe18d80dc4.html
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Create the OS user sybase on the SAP IQ database server. The user requires remote access
authorization for remote accesses (TELNET or SSH) to the SAP IQ database server.
Set up the directory /usr/sap/<SID>/server on the SAP IQ database server. The owner is
user sybase. The directory should have at least 10 GB disk storage available for the Sybase
software.
For testing purposes: Set up the directory /usr/sap/<SID>/sapdata on the SAP IQ database
server. Owner is user sybase. The directory should guarantee disk space of at least 180 GB.
Productive use: Set up the directory according Chapter 1.2.2 for the SAP IQ database server.
Owner is user sybase. The directory should guarantee disk space of at least 300 GB. In addition,
there are the partitions of the database instance that are made available via SAN. If a RAW devicebased SAP IQ database instance should be used, the files /dev/raw/raw<counter> and the
RAW control file /dev/rawctl must be owned by user sybase. The ownership must be ensured
even after the new start of the server.
Set up the directory according Chapter 1.2.2 to the sizes above for data. The Amount of disk
space and data files for data and temp are equal. The owner is user sybase.
Additionally, set up the following directories as stated in Chapter 1.2.2
Check the umask 022
Note 2757765 - Generated file & directory permission mode -- SAP IQ

03.12.2021
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1.2.5 SAP IQ Database Server under Windows
Installing for the First Time
Follow these steps to install SAP IQ for the first time. Please note that the Installation of the SAP IQ for the
<SID> usage is optimized in several ways also for the native usage of the SAP IQ Database.
•

The installation is performed on the SAP IQ database server under a user with administration
rights.

•

Set up the directory according Chapter 1.2.2 on the SAP IQ database server. The directory should
have at least 10 GB disk storage available for the Sybase software.

•

For testing purposes: Set up the directory <drive>:\usr\sap\<SID>\sapdata on the SAP IQ
database server. The directory should guarantee disk space of at least 180 GB.

•

Productive use: Set up the directory according Chapter 1.2.2 on the SAP IQ database server.
The directory should guarantee disk space of at least 300 GB. In addition, there are the
partitions of the database instance that are made available via SAN.

•

Set up the directory according Chapter 1.2.2 to the sizes above for data.
The Amount of disk space and data files for data and temp are equal.

•

Additionally, set up the following directories as stated in Chapter 1.2.2

Installation SAP IQ 16.1 on Windows
https://help.sap.com/viewer/4b66bcca37144fa8898eb54a444a2825/16.1.4.7/enUS/266daef65e8143d28a7b4c4e8b1b7acb.html

The Best Practice Guide for SAP IQ 16 can be found here - SAP IQ 16: Best Practices Guide
Please Note that this guide is not directly reflecting the best practice for the SAP-NLS Solution as rather
the native usage of the SAP IQ Database.
https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SYBIQ/SAP+IQ+Best+Practices+and+Hardware+Sizing+Guide

Experiences with the Implementation of the SAP-NLS showed that the Installation of Sybase IQ on Win64
degreased the overall performance at least on factor 10 compared to the Linux64 Implementation.
Even it is possible technically to mix several OS Versions within the SAP-NLS Implementation, using the
same OS as the primary Database shows the best synergy in the usage of the Sybase IQ Database.

03.12.2021
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1.2.6 SAP IQ license options
Needed Licenses/Material Code(s) for the SAP-NLS Solution:
- SAP IQ for SAP Near-line Storage for SAP BW
(8001831 Sybase IQ for SAP Near-line Storage for SAP BW)
Which includes the mentioned options below, plus the In-Database Analytics and the Advanced Security
Option. This includes the following Material Codes (do not order them separately)
- IQ_CORE

SAP IQ Enterprise Edition/AS Platform Edition (max. 32 Core)

- IQ_UDA

SAP IQ Unstructured Data Analytics Option (usage)

- IQ_LOB

SAP IQ Unstructured Data Analytics Option (usage)

- IQ_VLDBMGMT

SAP IQ Very Large Database Management Option (max. 20TB)

SAP IQ Guide to licensed Options
To figure out the correct values for CPU cores, MAC address and the TB option which are needed for the
license generation, you can run the following program, if the SAP IQ binaries are already installed:
sybase@server:/usr/sap/<SID>/SIQ<nr>/SYSAM-2_0/bin> ./cpuinfo
License hostid:
5cf3fcdcb2f0
Detected 160 logical processor(s), 80 core(s), in 8 chip(s)

To activate the Unstructured Data Analysis options (IQ_UDA) including binary large objects (IQ_LOB),
you should manually create some test tables in advance (log on as user dba):
IQ_LOB ➔ CREATE TABLE dbo.udatest (U1 integer NOT NULL, U2 long varchar NULL,
PRIMARY KEY(U1));
IQ_UDA ➔ CREATE TEXT INDEX udaidx ON dbo.udatest(U2) CONFIGURATION default_char;
IQ_VLDBMGMT ➔ activate the option as follows (use the
sp_iqlmconfig 'allow', 'ALL';
sp_iqlmconfig 'allow', 'IQ_VLDBMGMT', '4';
sp_iqdbspaceobjectinfo USER0001;

client):

Check the correct License activation as described here - sp_iqlmconfig
Additional SAP Notes
Note 1985209 - How to enable a IQ_UDA license - SAP IQ
Note 2138544 - Large Objects Management functionality is not licensed on this server - SAP IQ
Note 2372218 - Requisite IQ licenses for SAP-NLS solution - SAP BW with SAP IQ Nearline-Storage
Note 2372311 - sp_iqlmconfig shows "Value" 'NO' despite successful run of sp_iqlmconfig ‘allow’
Note 2376507 - Sybase IQ unable to start: "license containing the configured (PE=EE;LT=CP) attributes
could not be obtained".
Note 2439006 - When running a data archiving process, an error reg. to an IQ license option happened.
Note 2628620 - How to create Sybase IQ license keys - SAP ONE Support Launchpad
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2. Installation of the Components
2.1 Installation/Configuration of the SAP IQ database
2.1.1 Sizing/Architecture/Scalability Overview
For a general sizing guideline see the following document:
http://www.sap.com/documents/2017/02/363ddfab-a77c-0010-82c7-eda71af511fa.html
Note 1951789 - SAP IQ Hardware Sizing Checklist and Worksheet for IQ 16

The IQ sizing guide and the sizing worksheet are developed for the native usage of the SAP IQ Database
and not reflect the resources for the planning of a <SID> IQ Database, you might end with less needed
resources for SAP-NLS.

Simplex Server Architecture
Simplex is a single instance of an SAP IQ server running on a single node (machine). In a simplex
configuration, the files may be located on a host machine or on a network storage device (or distributed
between the host and the storage device).
https://help.sap.com/viewer/a8937bea84f21015a80bc776cf758d50/16.1.4.7/en-US

Multiplex Server Architecture
Multiplex are multiple instances of SAP IQ servers running on multiple machines. SAP IQ supports readwrite transactions from multiple servers in the multiplex.
Each server has its own temporary store and catalog store. The shared IQ Store is common to all servers.
The primary server, or coordinator, manages all global read-write transactions and maintains the global
catalog. The table version log (TLV log) stores information about DLL operations and communicates
information about new table versions to the secondary servers.
https://help.sap.com/viewer/a8986af484f21015b55bed80129dc962/16.1.4.7/en-US

The Multiplex Architecture is not available/evaluated for the SAP-NLS solution.

Scalability
SAP IQ’s patented design permits databases to scale to contain many terabytes of data.
Its index-based structure allows the database to store your data in a much smaller space than the size of
the raw input data and access it far faster than a traditional relational database. These features make SAP
IQ ideal for storing and accessing very large databases (VLDBs).
Database administrators need to understand the options and features that affect performance and follow
documented guidelines. While many default settings automatically provide the greatest efficiency, you
may need to experiment with certain option settings for the fastest results, based on your configuration,
your loading requirements, and your queries. Setting these options appropriately is necessary for top
performance in any SAP IQ database but is especially important as your database grows to the multiterabyte scale.
https://help.sap.com/viewer/a896c6a184f21015b5bcf4c7a967df07/16.1.4.7/enUS/a69b9c3484f21015a68780567e0afdd6.html
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2.1.2 Installation SAP IQ 16.0 Software
For a fresh Installation of SAP IQ, it is not necessary to apply any of the SAP IQ 16.0 Version below SP11.
This Information is for reference purposes to also explain the upgrade and maintenance process of the
SAP IQ binaries.
Please proceed directly to the
Chapter 2.1.6 Updates for SAP IQ 16.0 SP11 for a fresh Installation or to
Chapter 2.2 Upgrade SAP IQ 16.0 for Upgrade.
Note 2104632 - ./setup.bin raises warning /tmp does not have enough disk space! - SAP ASE,SAP IQ
Note 2120933 - EoMM dates for IQ 15.x and IQ 16.0 - SAP IQ

Documentation:
https://help.sap.com/viewer/product/SAP_IQ/16.1.4.7/en-US
After downloading the software (IQ 16.0 SP1x) and unpacking the executables into a temporary directory
start the Installation on Linux with the user sybase
You can use Putty (0.75) with the MobaXterm for Linux/UNIX based Installations.
For details, how to use it, visit the URL http://mobaxterm.mobatek.net/features.html
sybase@server:/data/software/sybase/IQ16_0/server> ./setup.bin
On Windows run the setup.exe by double clicking the setup.exe
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The directory /usr/sap/<SID>/SIQ<nr> might already available and the environment variable
$SYBASE will point to /usr/sap/<SID>/SIQ<nr>
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In case of an Upgrade from IQ 15.4 to Version 16.0 you will find different directories here for the releases.

For the ease of the setup the option “Typical” contains the selected options from the Install Set
“Custom”. So, you can directly proceed with the Option “Typical”.
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The Installation of the SySAM License Server is not necessary. The temporary license works for 30 days
and will be replaced by an official purchased license. If you plan to use a License Server for the complete
Sybase Landscape check this with the SAP Sybase Representatives.
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Don’t install the Evaluation Version of SAP IQ 16.0

Select the End-user license agreement and agree to the terms of the Sybase license install location.
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Choose Enterprise Edition (EE - for all Options) and CPU License (CP). Apply the license in a later step.

The email alert option is only available with the multiplex usage of IQ (not available with SAP-NLS)
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HTML ports for the Sybase Central Application (web/java based). Check the Ports with your existing
available Ports, e.g., see - http://scn.sap.com/docs/DOC-11602
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To connect to Sybase Control Center, direct your browser to: https://<scc_server_hostname>:8283/scc

The default user accounts are sccadmin (Sybase Control Center) and uafadmin (SCC agent).
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Starting/Stopping with console prompt:
Starting in background:

$SYBASE/SCC-3_3/bin/scc.sh and scc.sh --stop

nohup $SYBASE/SCC-3_3/bin/scc.sh 2>&1 > scc-console.out &

If you are not asked about the password of user uafadmin/Sybase4me
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After the software installation is finished you can access the database instance from the Sybase control
center and create the main database.
Post- Installation Steps
Add the following lines to ~sybnls/.profile or /usr/sap/<SID>/SIQ<nr>/SYBASE.sh
source /usr/sap/<SID>/SIQ<nr>/IQ.sh
export IQTMP16=/usr/sap/<SID>/data/tmp
export IQLOGDIR16=/usr/sap/<SID>/data/log
export IQDIR16=/usr/sap/<SID>/SIQ<nr>/IQ-16_1
export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/usr/sap/HDB/hdbclient:$LD_LIBRARY_PATH
export PATH=$PATH:/usr/sap/<SID>/SIQ<nr>/shared/SAPJRE-8_1_062_64BIT/bin:
$IQDIR16/res:$IQDIR16/java: $PATH

If the directory /bin/env does not exist, enter the following command as root user

If the directory /bin/env does not exist, enter the following command as root user:
ln -s /usr/bin/env /bin/env
SAP Help - Finding Server Utilities and Files
Note 2780041 - SQL Any and SAP IQ software search for files such as shared libraries has been revised
Note 2955569 - unix ODBC driver cannot find dblgen16.res file - SAP IQ
Note 2996662 - After upgrading to IQ 16.1 SP04 the stderr log is growing at a rate almost matching the
iqmsg log.- SAP IQ
unset IQ_DISPLAY_STARTUP_MESSAGES in $IQDIR16/start_iq
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2.1.3 Apply a Service Pack (SP) to the IQ 16.0 software
You should always consider implementing the latest available SP/Patch combination for SAP IQ 16.0
Note 2067559 - How to find the list of fixes for a particular release - SAP IQ

2.1.3.1 Apply SP11.PLx for SAP IQ 16.0 (full)
Note 2015011 - SAPIQ 16.0 SP4 Release Notes Information
Online Help for SAP IQ16 SP11
https://help.sap.com/viewer/product/SAP_IQ/16.0.11.12/en-US
Unpack the tar file to a temporary directory and run the setup.bin command
server:/data/software/sybase/IQ16_0> tar -xvf IQSERV160011P_28-20011180.TGZ
server:/data/software/sybase/IQ16_0/ebf27828> ./setup.bin
To enable the X-Windows support for the IQ installer, follow the Instructions.
You can use Putty (0.75) with the MobaXterm. For details, how to use it, visit the URL
http://mobaxterm.mobatek.net/features.html

If the IQ installer will not launch (despite console or scroll mode) refer to
Note 2104632 - ./setup.bin raises warning /tmp does not have enough disk space! - SAP ASE,SAP IQ
Make sure that the IQ server and the SAP IQ Cockpit is stopped before you start the update.
Starting in background:
nohup $SYBASE/COCKPIT-4/bin/cockpit.sh >& cockpit-console.out &
Stopping:
$SYBASE/COCKPIT-4/bin/cockpit.sh --stop
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The SP installation might not recognize the existing IQ installation, simply continue.

Stop any running IQ applications as mentioned above, e.g. with the alias stop_<SID>
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Like the full initial SAP IQ installation, the option “typical” contains all needed options from “custom”

Make sure you choose the existing license, otherwise you will not be able the start the IQ server.
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Make sure you choose EE/CP, otherwise your <SID> license file will not fit (also valid for Dev Servers)
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The email alert option is only available with the multiplex usage of IQ (not available with SAP-NLS)
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Check that the right ports are used later in the SAP IQ Cockpit start.
Check the file /usr/sap/<SID>/SIQ<nr>/COCKPIT-4/bin/scc-console.out
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Check that the right ports are used later in the SAP IQ Cockpit Agent Configuration
Make sure the RMI and TDS port are in sync as stated in Chapter 2.3.4
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The IQ lightweight client located in the SAP executables Directory must be updated as well to IQ 16.1 SPx
according Chapter 2.4.1 as well.
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2.1.4 Updates for SAP IQ 16.0 SP11
SAP Help Information - https://help.sap.com/viewer/product/SAP_IQ/16.0.11/en-US
Instructions for applying a Support Package update to your deployment
SAP IQ Migration Guide [Linux and UNIX] - SAP IQ Migration Guide [Windows]
What’s new with SAP IQ 16.0 SP11 https://help.sap.com/viewer/a8955ad084f210159c929ca62a38bfde/16.0.11/enUS/62560c266d424dc997b22ccb6756b81e.html

As there are no Patches for SAP IQ 16.0 anymore on the Service Market anymore, please proceed directly
with the latest Patches for SAP IQ 16.1 SP04 or higher. The binary update can be done from any 16.0 SP11
Release.

Nevertheless, if you are looking for a particular Version/File you can also search for it directly, e.g.
•

Latest Version IQSERV160011P_28-20011180.TGZ (SAP IQ 16.0 SP11 PL28)
Note 3001573 - SAP IQ 16.0 SP11 PL28 (Build 15175) Release Notes Information
Details about the fixes can be found in the EBF29740_README.txt
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2.2 SAP IQ 16.1 Support Packages
What’s new with SAP IQ 16.1
https://help.sap.com/viewer/a8955ad084f210159c929ca62a38bfde/16.1.1.0/enUS/a271c6370a9f47448bbf4203fdcbc17a.html
The default user and password (DBA/sql) has been removed, and the minimum password length has
changed from 3 to 6. These changes are designed to improve security in new databases. If you have
databases with a DBA/sql user ID, then change it because this is the user login that a malicious user is
likely to try when attempting to access a database.
Previously, when you created a new database, if you did not specify a DBA user for the database, a user
was automatically created with user ID DBA and password sql. Now, the database server requires you to
supply a user ID and password. You can override the minimum password length of 6 at database creation
time.
Now SAP IQ includes an OpenSSL encryption module for the strong encryption. The previous version of
Certicom encryption module has been removed.
SAP Control Center (SCC) is no longer shipped with SAP IQ. SCC has been replaced by SAP IQ Cockpit.
JRE 7 is no longer supported for SAP IQ and SAP IQ Cockpit.
The delivery of the standalone ODBC drivers has been discontinued. The necessary files can be extracted
from the SAP IQ 16.1 Network Client.
Note 2482248 - Database creation with SQL on SAP IQ 16.1 - SAP IQ
Note 2482321 - How to start the utility database on SAP IQ 16.1? - SAP IQ
Note 2496650 - Error creating a database via IQ Cockpit unable to start utility_db - SAP IQ 16.1

2.2.1 SAP IQ 16.1 Support Package 01
What’s new in SAP IQ 16.1 SP01
What's new, changed, and removed in SAP IQ 16.1 SP 01 PL 00 to PL 09.

2.2.1.1 SAP IQ 16.1 SP01 PL09 (full)
Note 2733479 - SAP_IQ 16.1 SP01 PL09 (12175) Release Notes Information
Details about the fixes can be found in the attached to the SAP Note above.

This is the most updated Version for SAP IQ 16.1 SP01 and no additional patches will be released.
Please update to the latest Support Package
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2.2.2 SAP IQ 16.1 Support Package 02
What’s new in SAP IQ 16.1 SP02
New, changed, and deleted features in SAP IQ 16.1 SP 02.
Note 2002342 - The cache dbspace has been added as a new feature of SAP IQ 16.0 SP02
SAP Help - Cache Dbspace for Direct-Attached Storage
New database options introduced in SAP IQ 16.1 SP 02
Note 2493065 - SAP_IQ 16.1 SP02 (build 10528) Release Notes Information
To apply SAP IQ 16.1 SP02 follow Chapter 2.1.3.2 in this First Guidance Document.
As SAP IQ 16.1 SP02 is a full update, you must not apply any updates in between first.
Details about the fixes can be found in the EBF27438_README.txt attached to the SAP Note above.

2.2.2.1 SAP IQ 16.1 SP02 PL17 (full)
Note 2824676 - SAP IQ 16.1 SP02 PL17 (Build 13110) Release Notes Information
Details about the fixes can be found in the EBF29131_README.txt attached to the SAP Note above.

This is the most updated Version for SAP IQ 16.1 SP02, and no additional patches will be released.
Please update to the latest Support Package
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2.2.3 SAP IQ 16.1 Support Package 03
What’s new in SAP IQ 16.1 SP03
New, changed, and deleted features in SAP IQ 16.1 SP 03.
Note 2551563 - SAP IQ 16.1 SP 03 Release Note
SAP IQ 16.1 SP 03 introduces the feature zone maps to potentially improve query performance.
Beginning in version 16.1 SP03 PL02, SAP IQ supports the loading of tables with Parquet format files.
Performance Diagnostics: Statement Performance Monitoring (New)
https://help.sap.com/viewer/a8955ad084f210159c929ca62a38bfde/16.1.3.0/enUS/1ff6d6c2a83844da98e6d9f08aef8e1d.html
Note 2624628 - SAP IQ 16.1 SP03 (10645) Release Notes Information
To apply SAP IQ 16.1 SP03.PL00 follow Chapter 2.1.3.2 in this First Guidance Document.
As SAP IQ 16.1 SP03.PL00 is a full update, you must not apply any updates in between first.
Details about the fixes can be found in the EBF28156_README.txt attached to the SAP Note above.
Fixed in this Version:
Note 2501823 - Replicating data into SAP IQ results in IQ internal error when server collation is cesu8bin
Note 2574676 - Query with UNION ALL, constant and count() returns inconsistent data - SAP IQ

2.2.3.1 SAP IQ 16.1 SP03 PL09 (full)
Note 2942132 - SAP IQ 16.1 SP03 PL09 (Build 14085) Release Notes Information
Details about the fixes can be found in the EBF29512_README.txt attached to the SAP Note above.
Note 2942624 - SAP IQNC 16.1 SP03 PL09 (Build 14085) Release Notes Information
Details about the fixes can be found in the EBF29518_README.txt attached to the SAP Note above.

This is the most updated Version for SAP IQ 16.1 SP03 (and below) currently
PLEASE do not Install/use SP03.PL07 - See SAP Note 2885322
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2.2.4 SAP IQ 16.1 Support Package 04
What’s new in SAP IQ 16.1 SP04
New, changed, and removed features in SAP IQ 16.1 SP 04.
SAP IQ 16.1 SP04 also supports now the SAP Common Crypto Library, thus OpenSSL is no longer
supported for encryption and decryption. See https://help.sap.com/viewer/a8955ad084f210159c929ca62a38bfde/16.1.4.7/enUS/9ccf148f0967412294938bd0b63d988b.html
createcert -t rsa -b 2048 -sc CA -sst ON -sl <location> -so <company> -sou <org>
-scn <type> -x -m 0 -v 5 -ca 1 -u 1,3,4,5,6,7 -co root-cert.pem -ko root-key.pem
-io root-id.pem -kp sqlkey
New manual: SAP IQ Performance and Tuning Series: Monitoring Views
Note 2773181 - SAP IQ 16.1 SP04 (12071) Release Notes Information
Details about the fixes can be found in the EBF28957_README.txt attached to the SAP Note above.
Note 2636577 - SAP IQ 16.1 SP 04 Central Note
Note 2796183 - SAP IQ 16.1 SP04 PL01 Build (12410) Release Notes Information
Details about the fixes can be found in the EBF29027_README.txt attached to the SAP Note above.
Note 2780041 - SQL Any and SAP IQ software search for files such as shared libraries has been revised
Note 2825208 - IQ server terminated when IQ_SYSTEM_TEMP is full on IQ 16.1 SP04 PL01 - SAP IQ
Note 2936708 - Thread usage increases through the introduction of AIO feature post upgrading to IQ 16.1
SP04 - SAP IQ
Note 3006434 - Lots of "AIO_SYSTEM Filetype = FILE_TYPE_UNKNOWN" mes. from .iqmsg - SAP IQ
With this Version the following errors are also fixed:
Note 2732837 - SAP IQ 16.1 SP3PL3 crash on query s_blockmap.cxx:1396
Note 2748417 - IQ no longer starts after CPU uncapping change made on SPARC. DBSPAWN ERROR: -80
-- SAP IQ
Note 2779796 - Under Blocking option to 'ON', Selected table in Update query has 'Write' lock until
commit -- SAP IQ
Note 2838768 - SAP IQ 16.1 SP04 PL02 (Build 12885) Release Notes Information
Details about the fixes can be found in the EBF29137_README.txt attached to the SAP Note above.
With this Version the following errors are also fixed:
Note 2825208 - IQ server terminated when IQ_SYSTEM_TEMP is full - SAP IQ
Note 2890757 - SAP IQ 16.1 SP04 PL03 (Build 13442) Release Notes Information
Details about the fixes can be found in the EBF29309_README.txt attached to the SAP Note above.
Note 2924723 - SAP IQ 16.1 SP04 PL04 (Build 13871) Release Notes Information
Details about the fixes can be found in the EBF29445_README.txt attached to the SAP Note above.
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With this Version the following updates are also made:
- openssl is upgraded to Version 1.1.1d (non-fips) and 1.0.2u (fips)
- The ICU library used by IQ had been patched to address CVE-2020-10531.
- SAPJRE version has been upgraded to SAPJRE-8_1_062
- The ncurses library used by dbisqlc has been upgraded to version 6.1
Note 2943176 - SAP IQ 16.1 SP04 PL05 (Build 14115) Release Notes Information
Details about the fixes can be found in the EBF29554_README.txt attached to the SAP Note above.
Note 2943169 - SAP IQNC 16.1 SP04 PL05 (Build 14115) Release Notes Information
Details about the fixes can be found in the EBF29560_README.txtattached to the SAP Note above.
Note 2952374 - SAP IQ 16.1 SP04 PL06 (Build 14235) Release Notes Information
Details about the fixes can be found in the EBF29582_README.txt attached to the SAP Note above.
Note 2977376 - SAP IQ 16.1 SP04 PL07 (Build 14465) Release Notes Information
Details about the fixes can be found in the EBF29663_README.txt attached to the SAP Note above.
Note 2977462 - SAP IQNC 16.1 SP04 PL07 (Build 14465) Release Notes Information
Details about the fixes can be found in the EBF29678_README.txt attached to the SAP Note above.
Note 3001555 - SAP IQ 16.1 SP04 PL08 (Build 14760) Release Notes Information
Details about the fixes can be found in the EBF29733_README.txt attached to the SAP Note above.
Note 3001508 - SAP IQNC 16.1 SP04 PL08 (Build 14760) Release Notes Information
Details about the fixes can be found in the EBF29726_README.txt attached to the SAP Note above.
Note 3031613 - SAP IQ 16.1 SP04 PL09 (Build 15175) Release Notes Information
Details about the fixes can be found in the EBF29818_README.txt attached to the SAP Note above.
Note 3031621 - SAP IQNC 16.1 SP04 PL09 (Build 15175) Release Notes Information
Details about the fixes can be found in the EBF29726_README.txt attached to the SAP Note above.
Note 3046811 - SIQ: connection to IQ with IQ 16.1 SP04 PL09 ODBC driver fails
With this Version the following errors are also fixed:
Note 2973133 - Procedures like 'sp_iqmon%' are missing after 'Alter Database Upgrade Procedure ON' on
IQ 16.1 SP04.04 -- SAP IQ
Note 3004824 - Running a query with datetime conversion or casting crash IQ server with varies stacks SAP IQ
Several corrections for ODBC and IQ time format not mentioned explicitly in a SAP Note are made in this
release for improving supportability of DDBC/SDA connections.
The Linux/UNIX version of the SQL Anywhere and SAP IQ ODBC drivers (for example, libdbodbc17.so on
Linux) now support tracing of entry/exit into ODBC calls.
Note 2996662 - After upgrading to IQ 16.1 SP04 the stderr log is growing at a rate almost matching the
iqmsg log.- SAP IQ
unset IQ_DISPLAY_STARTUP_MESSAGES in $IQDIR16/bin64/start_iq
Starting with this Release some additional Information are shown during the startup of the SAP IQ Server.
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Optionally, you can update the Open Client Version to the latest Version which is included in the ASE 16.0
SP04 SDK Package (SDKASE160004_0-21012007.TGZ) and the SQL Anywhere 17 Distribution
(SQLANYW170000P_67-71001069.TGZ).
sq1adm@server:/usr/sap/SQ1/data/db> start_SQ1
Starting server server_SQ1_02 on sapsrvidna01 at port 30238 (05/17 13:10:44)
Run Directory

: /usr/sap/SQ1/data/db

Server Executable

: /usr/sap/SQ1/SIQ02/IQ-16_1/bin64/iqsrv16

Server Output Log

: /usr/sap/SQ1/data/log/SAPIQDB_start

Server Version

: 16.1.040.1632/SP04.09

Open Client Version : 16.0 SP04 GA
User Parameters
: '@/usr/sap/SQ1/data/db/SAPIQDB.cfg'
'/usr/sap/SQ1/data/db/SAPIQDB.db'
Default Parameters

: -gc 20 -ti 4400

NOTICE: Limits on core file size have been removed
...

If an error occurs while testing the DBCO connection like stated below, this is related to the outdated SAP
ASE Open Client (OCI)
Note 2894844 - SAP ASE DB - Unexpected return value 8192 errors present in SM21 and dev traces
LOG BZY=> unexpected return code 8192 calling DBDS
Note 3000166 - SQLAnywhere 17.0 SP0 PL67 Build 6230 Release Notes Information

Note 3090888 - SAP IQ 16.1 SP04 PL10 (Build 15866) Release Notes Information
Details about the fixes can be found in the EBF30043_README.txt attached to the SAP Note above.
Note 3090873 - SAP IQNC 16.1 SP04 PL10 (Build 15866) Release Notes Information
Details about the fixes can be found in the EBF30036_README.txt attached to the SAP Note above.
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2.2.4.1 SAP IQ 16.1 SP04 PL11 (full)
Note 3124580 - SAP IQ 16.1 SP04 PL11 (Build 16220) Release Notes Information
Details about the fixes can be found in the EBF30137_README.txt attached to the SAP Note above.
Note 3124547 - SAP IQNC 16.1 SP04 PL11 (Build 16220) Release Notes Information
Details about the fixes can be found in the EBF30143_README.txt attached to the SAP Note above.
With this Version the following errors are also available/fixed:
Note 2461259 - TEMP Space Not Freed -SAP IQ
Note 3042864 - JConnect DatabaseMetadata.getTables returns part_xxx tables created by IQ internally
for user partitioned tables - SAP IQ
New IQ Database option Bitmap_Count_Algorithm introduced with SP05 is available in SP04 PL11 as well
Running LOCK TABLE on a writer node with chained=off could in some instances give a future-version
error. This has been fixed.
Further Improved SDA/ODBC Implementation (SQLSetConnectAttr/SQLGetInfo)

This is the most updated Version for SAP IQ 16.1 SP04 (and below) currently.
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2.2.5 SAP IQ 16.1 Support Package 05
What’s new in SAP IQ 16.1 SP05
https://help.sap.com/viewer/product/DRAFT/SAP_IQ/16.1.5.0/en-US
Note 2793804 - SAP IQ 16.1 SP 05 Release Note
With the table-level backup and restore functionality, you can now backup and restore individual tables in
SAP IQ. See Table-Level Backup and Restore.
SAP IQ servers now support encrypted TDS connections over TLS. Previously, only unencrypted TDS
connections were supported.
Now SAP IQ supports the .NET Core Data Provider. See the SQL Anywhere .NET Data Provider Features.
As a result, the .NET Data Provider is faster than the OLE DB and ODBC Data Providers. It is the
recommended Data Provider for accessing SAP IQ databases.
A new database option improves the performance of stored procedures like sp_iqfile and sp_iqdbspace.
See the BITMAP_COUNT_ALGORITHM Option.
A new action item named Connect to Data Lake IQ has been added to the Login tab of the ODBC
Configuration for SAP IQ user interface, on Windows.

2.2.5.1 SAP IQ 16.1 SP05 PL00 (full)
Note 3077531 - SAP IQ 16.1 SP05 (Build 10160) Release Notes Information
Details about the fixes can be found in the EBF29967_README.txt attached to the SAP Note above.
Note 3077550 - SAP IQNC 16.1 SP05 (Build 10160) Release Notes Information
Details about the fixes can be found in the EBF29973_README.txt attached to the SAP Note above.
With this Version the following errors are also fixed:
The version of OpenSSL used by IQ/DT products has been upgraded to 1.1.1d (non-fips) and 1.0.2u (fips)
Note 2884635 - IPHR in-memory tracing in systems under stress can result in a range of performance
issues, hangs and associated problems - SAP IQ
Note 3070870 - Query performance issue after upgrading to 16 SP11.28 from version 15.4 - SAP IQ

This is the most updated Version for SAP IQ 16.1 SP05 (and below) currently.
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2.3 Upgrade SAP IQ 16.0
2.3.1 Upgrade SAP IQ from SP04.0x to higher Version

Make sure you log of and on again with the user <sid>adm to ensure the new binaries are loaded.
Remove the old IQ 16_0 software, e.g., 16_0 binaries, OCS-15_0, old SAPJRE, jConnect-7_0
Start the IQ database (for the Upgrade Process) with
sybase@server:/usr/sap/<SID>/data/db>
start_iq @SAPIQDB.cfg SAPIQDB.db -iqro 1 -gm 1

Run the I-SQL Interface with (you must disable the IQ technical user, e.g., alert<SID> beforehand)
alter database upgrade;
sp_iqcheckdb 'allocation database' | 'verify database';
sp_iqstatus;
sp_iqcheckoptions;
sp_iqindexadvice;

Stop the IQ database with
sybase@server:/usr/sap/<SID>/data/db>stop_iq
Start the IQ database again (in normal mode) and check the existing IQ Release first
sybase@server:/usr/sap/<SID>/data/db> start_iq @SAPIQDB.cfg SAPIQDB.db
sybase@server:/usr/sap/<SID>/data/db> start_iq -v2
There are new features available with this Service Pack, and it is mandatory to replace the existing
$SYBASE Directory completely.
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If you installed SP08.00 or higher directly, please Note that the way of activating the correct license key
has changed. After the license is installed, you must activate the IQ_VLDBMGMT option as follows:
sp_iqlmconfig 'allow', 'ALL';
sp_iqlmconfig 'allow', 'IQ_VLDBMGMT', '4';

sp_iqlmconfig

Your database IQ is now upgraded to Version 16.0 SP08.01
As a final step apply the DB options again as described in Chapter 2.2.5

Note 2186634 - SYBASE IQ SERVER 16.0 SP10 Release Notes Information
Note 2186692 – SAP Sybase IQNC 16.0 SP10 PL01 Release Notes Information
Note 2044940 - What is the password for uafadmin or sccadmin user? - SAP IQ

SAP Help Information
https://help.sap.com/viewer/product/SAP_IQ/16.1.4.7/en-US
You can use Putty (0.75) with the MobaXterm. For details, how to use it, visit the URL
http://mobaxterm.mobatek.net/features.html
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SAP IQ Migration Guide to SP10/11
https://help.sap.com/viewer/8214756b4d314d09a86fef212e2036d1/16.1.4.7/en-US
In Interactive SQL, run sp_iqcheckoptions on each database, and capture the output.
sp_iqcheckoptions generates a list of current database values and options. Use these values to
restore your database settings after you upgrade.
Validate your license against each database to ensure that your license maintenance support is in (or
near) compliance.
Migrating a database to SP 10 automatically disables point-in-time recovery (PITR). To re-enable point-intime recovery, complete all steps in this procedure, including a FULL, INCREMENTAL, or INCREMENTAL
SINCE FULL backup.
SET OPTION PUBLIC.IQ_POINT_IN_TIME_RECOVERY_LOGGING = 'OFF'
ALTER DBSPACE IQ_SYSTEM_LOG RENAME /file-prefix

If you are installing an initial Version of IQ 16.0 SP10.0x you must not run any additional upgrade scripts. If
you are upgrading from a lower Version please follow the instruction from Chapter 2.2.1

2.3.2 Upgrade SAP IQ from SP16.0 to 16.1 SP05

On SuSE Linux, an Upgrade to SLES 12 SP01 or higher is required, RedHat must be at least on 7.2. Please
plan this accordantly.
Note 2479563 - SAP IQ 16.1 SP 01 Supported Operating Systems and Versions
Note 2468590 - SAP IQ. Server fails to start. Error GLIBC_2.14 not found
SAP Help Information https://help.sap.com/viewer/product/SAP_IQ/16.1.4.7/en-US
The Upgrade procedure itself didn’t changed from former SAP IQ 16.0 Versions, see Chapter 2.2.1

Upgrade to SAP IQ 16.1 SP 04
https://help.sap.com/viewer/8214756b4d314d09a86fef212e2036d1/16.1.4.7/enUS/ca5240b988984d79bef3d2f0e13e095c.html
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Due to the discontinuation of the ODBC standalone drivers, you must download the Network Client 16.1
additionally from the Software Downloads site if the SAP Application Server resides on a different server.

To prevent any interfering with existing IQ configurations, you must install the IQ client for the SAP BW
Application server using the <sid>adm to start ./setup.bin
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2.4 Build and configure a new SAP IQ 16.0 database
In our example, we installed SAP IQ 16.0 on a Linux server with 16x4 Core CPU cores (necessary later for
the data stripping) and 256GB RAM. The SAP IQ ODBC client is installed on the Windows client as 64-Bit
application. The Sybase Central Client picks the local language from your PC, so you see some
screenshot’s in German. Our used server is server, and the SAP system SID is <SID>.
The notation of the <SID> database shows as follows: SAPIQDB, the naming convention of the SAP
database instance: server_<SID>_<nr>
Check the .profile file in the user sap<sid> home directory and the SYBASE.sh file for the correct
settings. The IQ.sh Profile contains the current setting for the correct IQ software Version.
. /usr/sap/<SID>/SIQ<nr>/IQ-16_0/IQ-16_0.sh

2.4.1 Create the SAP IQ database for <SID>
Note 1992512 - How to use Utility Database of SAP IQ
Note 2064101 - Information about logs and trace files - SAP IQ
Note 2443433 - SAP IQ. Database created with catalog page size 32k but servlog displayed 4k
To create the database instance for the <SID> solution the process must initialize with the start of “The
Utility Database” which allows creating the main database. More Details about the Database Creation
with SQL is described here:
https://help.sap.com/viewer/a8937bea84f21015a80bc776cf758d50/16.1.4.7/enUS/a6fb214f84f210159b9c8a125566c668.html
https://help.sap.com/viewer/a898e08b84f21015969fa437e89860c8/16.1.4.7/enUS/a616791184f210158207cc6972cf879d.html
Log on with the user sybase or <sid>adm and change to the SAP IQ database directory
sybase@server: /usr/sap/<SID>/data/db>
Start the utility_db as follows:
start_iq -n utility -x "tcpip{PORT=34238}" -su Sybase4me
-gp 8192 -c 8192m -iqtc 32768 -iqmc 32768
Connect to the utility_db as follows:
dbisql -c "uid=DBA;pwd=Sybase4me;eng=utility;dbn=utility_db" -nogui
Please note that the directory where you started the utility_db is the root, where all other files which
are created in the DB creation are related to. So, please make sure, you start the Utility DB in the correct
directory /usr/sap/<SID>/data/db (the Utility DB comes without a *.db file)
Now that we started the default IQ database, we can use the I-SQL Interface provided by the Sybase
Network Client to create the main database.
The default Port of the utility_db is 2638. If this port is occupied by other processes, you can also
specify any other Port during the startup with the option -x tcpip{port=<yourport>}
This is the first time to connect to the database via DBA/sql and the Port 34238 to the utility_db.
The default logon to IQ is DBA/sql (With IQ 16.1 you must use the Option -su Sybase4me)
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Note 2801747 - Interactive SQL (DBISQL) behavior changed - SAP IQ 16.1
In the I-SQL Interface paste the following SQL script for the creation of the main database.
The file size specification might be necessary as well in the main database.
Assuming the utility_db is started in directory /usr/sap/<SID>/data/db
/*
/*
/*
/*

------------------------------------------------------------*/
create_database.sql
*/
SAP IQ database instance "SAPIQDB" - CREATE DB
*/
------------------------------------------------------------*/

CREATE DATABASE 'SAPIQDB.db'
LOG ON '../log/SAPIQDB.log'
CASE RESPECT
PAGE SIZE 4096 | 8192 | 16384 | 32768
COLLATION 'CESU8BIN' ENCODING 'CESU8'
DBA USER 'DBA'
DBA PASSWORD 'Sybase4me'
BLANK PADDING ON
JAVA ON
JCONNECT ON
IQ PATH '../main/SAPIQDB_main_001.iq'
IQ SIZE 8192
IQ PAGE SIZE 65536 | 131072 | 262144 | 524288
IQ RESERVE 4096
TEMPORARY RESERVE 4096
MESSAGE PATH '../messages/SAPIQDB_msg.iqmsg'
TEMPORARY PATH '../temp/SAPIQDB_tmp_001.iqtmp'
TEMPORARY SIZE 8192
/* ENCRYPTED ON
KEY 'is!seCret'
ALGORITHM 'AES' | 'AES256' | 'AES_FIPS' | 'AES256_FIPS'
After the creation process is finished you can stop the utility_db and start the new created database
sybase@server:/usr/sap/<SID>/data/db> stop_iq -stop server utility
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2.4.2 The SAPIQDB configuration file
Note 2123805 - How to get config file parameter value without looking at actual .cfg file or .iqmsg file?
Note 3017355 - SAP IQ 16.1 SP04 PLx - correct SAPIQDB.cfg settings
To start the IQ database, you will need a configuration file. You can copy the following example and put
the file SAPIQDB.cfg to the database directory. Depending on the database creation, the IQ engine
(server_<SID>_<nr>) has the same values as the Sybase Server (SAPIQSERVER) parameter.
#/* -----------------------------------------------------------*/
#/* @(#)SAPIQDB.cfg
*/
#/* SAP IQ database instance "SAPIQDB" - CONFIGURATION
*/
#/* -----------------------------------------------------------*/
## Name of the IQ engine, e.g. <server>_<SID>_<instance>
-n SAPIQSERVER
### -c: cache memory for catalog store. Set to 2 - 8 times of the SAPIQDB.db
file
-cl 4096m
-ch 8192m
### location of the temporary files for IQ
-dt /usr/sap/IQ2/temp
### -x: specify unused port for IQ server to listen for client logon
-x tcpip(port=31238)
### Use TLS encrypted connection
#-ec TLS(FIPS=Y;IDENTITY=lt5088_IQ2_12.id;IDENTITY_PASSWORD=is!seCret)
### who is allowed to start/stop IQ DB
-gd dba
-gl dba
### -gp: DB page size in bytes. Must match to the value of the IQ block size
-gp 4096
#### Maximum number of connections (-gm = CPUs * 8)
-gm 128
## number of execution threads for the catalog store (-gn = -gm * 1,5)
-gn 192
### IQ server queries (-iqgovern = (2*CPU) + 10)
-iqgovern 42
### IQ thread memory size (-gss = -iqmt * -iqtss )
-gss 8192
-iqtss 4096
### IQ server threads (-iqmt = (60*4) + (50*(CPU - 4)) + (-gm) + 6 )
-iqmt 462
### Cache sizes in MB: Use 80% of existing RAM : 3 for each parameter
-iqlm 16384
-iqtc 16384
-iqmc 16384
### IQ heap and RLV size (from 16.1)
-iqmem 8192
-iqrlvmem 2048
### number of CPU and partitions (-iqpartition = CPU : 8) or Note 2988195
-iqnumbercpus 16
-iqpartition 2
### location IQ log and sizes
-iqmsgsz 128
-iqmsgnum 5
-os 16m
-zs 16m
-oe /usr/sap/IQ2/data/log/SAPIQDB_svr
-zo /usr/sap/IQ2/data/log/SAPIQDB_startlog
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It is suitable, to remove all comments/blanks/etc. from the file SAPIQDB.cfg to avoid unwanted and
irritating error messages.
To be compatible with the usage of the SAP IQ Cockpit with the IQ database, you will need to link file
SAPIQDB.cfg to the params.cfg in the same directory.
Now your database SAPIQDB is ready for the next steps like apply options and extending the database.
Note 1944362 - Language of OS and collation of IQ must be the same at Japanese env - SAP IQ
Note 1944706 - IQ 16 Engine / CPU throttling behavior - Information on -iqnumbercpus option
Note 2003554 - SAP IQ Error during load table or update: Insufficient Buffers for Sort
Note 2032455 - All IQ large memory has been used, allocation canceled - SAP IQ
Note 2147351 - Error: Insufficient buffers for 'Run'. - SAP IQ
Note 2309600 - Check the database option value to avoid stop / no response of SAP IQ server with a
resource depletion
Note 2310181 - Warning: -gn value of <nnn> is too low for -gm value of <mm> when starting IQ.
Note 2311293 - SYBASE IQ 16: -iqgovern - how should this be set? The documentation is confusing
Note 2464164 - How to configure SAP IQ startup parameters -c, -cl/-ch, -iqmc, -iqtc, -iqlm
Note 2540462 - Physical Limitations of many factors in SAP IQ
Note 2517920 - About iqmt server parameter - SAP IQ
Note 2562990 - Returned error "not enough server threads available for this query" -- SAP IQ
Note 2803563 - LINUX Memory usage going beyond configured limit - SAP IQ
Note 2863951 - Start IQ fails with Naming conflict or File not found - SAP IQ
Note 2988195 - Load into table is running slow with long commit time in iqmsg - SAP IQ
Example:
-n <server>_<SID>_<nr>
-x tcpip{port=3<nr>38}
-cl 4096m
-ch 8192m
-dt /usr/sap/SQ1/temp
#-ec TLS(FIPS=Y;IDENTITY=server_SQ1_02.id;IDENTITY_PASSWORD=sybase)
-gss 8192
-iqtss 4096
-gp 4096
-gd dba
-gl dba
-gm 128
-gn 192
-iqgovern 42
-iqlm 16384
-iqtc 16384
-iqmc 16384
-iqmem 8192
-iqrlvmem 2048
-iqmt 462
-iqnumbercpus 16
-iqpartition 2
-iqmsgsz 128
-iqmsgnum 5
-os 16m
-zs 16m
-oe /usr/sap/usr/sap/Q1D/data/log/SAPIQDB_svr
-zo /usr/sap/usr/sap/Q1D/data/log/SAPIQDB_startlog
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Additional Details on the sizing guidelines for SAP IQ 16.x and Maintenance can be found here:
https://archive.sap.com/documents/docs/DOC-41455
https://help.sap.com/viewer/a8937bea84f21015a80bc776cf758d50/16.1.4.7/enUS/a700472084f210158b5aaeab4db0246d.html
SAP IQ Utility Guide
https://help.sap.com/doc/a89abbe884f210159587e9ee65f7ae5f/16.1.4.7/enUS/SAP_IQ_Utility_Guide_en.pdf

2.4.3 start/stop the SAP IQ database
Please Note: since IQ16.0 SP03 you have additionally to specify the IQTMP16 environment variable.
Please Note: since IQ16.1 SP04 you have additionally to specify the IQDIR16 environment variable.
Note 1927796 - IQ - Query failing with Error message: Temporary space limit exceeded
Note 2573940 - [SAP IQ]Failed to connect to IQ server using shared memory connection.

Additional Information about start_iq /stop_iq can be found here:
https://help.sap.com/viewer/a8937bea84f21015a80bc776cf758d50/16.1.4.7/enUS/a6a4a6a384f21015bdde9d81825e95bf.html
cd /usr/sap/<SID>/data/db
start_iq @SAPIQDB.cfg SAPIQDB.db

2.4.4 Configuration of the SAP IQ COCKPIT
Note 2044940 - What is the password for uafadmin or sccadmin user? - SAP IQ (Sybase4me)
Note 2226111 - How to Create / Delete / Re-create technical user for SAP IQ Cockpit
Note 2483941 - IQCOCKPIT. Frequent Warning: Thread.stop() [SAP IQ]
Note 2534600 - How to rebuild SAP IQ Cockpit Repository
Note 2594799 - Cockpit FW 4.0 Release Notes Information
Note 2860363 - Retiring of Adobe flash in the web connection with SAP IQ COCKPIT - SAP IQ
Note 2905488 - SAP IQ Cockpit End of Life: December 2020
Note 2935664 - IQ Cockpit: Technical user store cannot be located for bundle - SAP IQ
Note 2987904 - SAP IQ 16.1 SP04 Cockpit-4 Display wrong IQ Memory IQ

The Web based Monitoring within tx. DBACOCKPIT is not affected from the stopped Flash Support.
Blog – How to keep Enterprise Flash Applications accessible in 2021
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Starting with console prompt: $SYBASE /COCKPIT-4/bin/cockpit.sh
COCKPIT> shutdown
Starting in background:
nohup $SYBASE/COCKPIT-4/bin/cockpit.sh >& cockpit-console.out &
Stopping:

$SYBASE/COCKPIT-4/bin/cockpit.sh –stop

In case of Problems i.e., the Ports of the SccDataserver and the Messaging Service are not synchronized;
you can run the following command to synchronize them:
./cockpit.sh –port db=xxxxx
Furthermore, all other related Ports for the SAP IQ COCKPIT must be changed/fixed at any time
https://help.sap.com/viewer/14180868751e10149705b0ef6818ec08/16.1.4.7/enUS/13c9a3aa751e1014903ae53cb0217a10.html
stop_COCKPIT
./cockpit.sh -port db=34280,msg=34281,http=34282,https=34283,rmi=34284,tds=34285
start_COCKPIT
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If the directory /bin/env does not exist, enter the following command as root user:
ln -s /usr/bin/env /bin/env
If you miss this step, an error will occur later with the IQ Agent Registration in the SAP IQ Cockpit
com.sybase.scc.jmx.ManagedObjectGateway.err_invoke_op
Cockpit agent server:3<nr>84 does not know SAP IQ version string. Something is
wrong with the IQ Agent plug-in
Note 2226111 - How to Create / Delete / Re-create technical user for SAP IQ Cockpit
Note 2975482 - SAP IQ Cockpit: Errors in TechnicalUserCreate Script
sybase@server:/usr/sap/<SID>/SIQ<nr>/COCKPIT-4/plugins> chmod -R 775 IQ-CMAP
sybase@server:/usr/sap/<SID>/SIQ<nr>/COCKPIT-4/plugins/IQ-CMAP>
./ TechnicalUserCreate.sh
The default user account is DBA/sql (with SAP IQ 16.1 a password of min. 6 digits must be provided e.g.,
Sybase4me).
https://server.wdf.sap.corp:3<nr>83/cockpit/#

https://help.sap.com/viewer/14180868751e10149705b0ef6818ec08/16.1.4.7/enUS/1440a555751e1014a8baeb470a1036d9.html
To create a DSN for your SAP IQ database, which can be used in several places run once the command
with the user sybase or sap<sid> and check the correct syntax.
sybase@server:/usr/sap/<SID>/data/db> iqdsn -y -w "SAPIQDB" -c
"UID=DBA;PWD=sql;ServerName=SAPIQSERVER;LINKS=tcpip(host=server;port=3<nr>38)"
SAP IQ Data Source Utility Version 16.0.0.3569
Configuration "SAPIQDB" written to file /usr/sap/<SID>/home/.odbc.ini
sybase@server:/usr/sap/<SID>/data/db> dbping -d -c dsn=SAPIQDB
This automatically creates the file .odbc.ini in the home directory of the sybase user which will be used
as well in the smart data access configuration.
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Executing the SAP IQ Cockpit Roles Script for a Role/Authority-Based System:
sybase@server: /usr/sap/<SID>/SIQ<nr>/COCKPIT-4/plugins/IQ-CMAP>
dbisql -c dsn=SAPIQDB -nogui
cockpit_monitor_role_based_privileges_setup.sql
dbisql -c dsn=SAPIQDB -nogui
cockpit_monitor_authority_based_privileges_setup.sql

To avoid errors in the following log files (not related to the core SAP IQ COCKPIT functionality)
/usr/sap/<SID>/SIQ<nr>/COCKPIT-4/log/cockpit-console.out
/usr/sap/<SID>/SIQ<nr>/COCKPIT-4/log/agent.log
connect to IQ with dbisql:
sybase@server:/usr/sap/<SID>/data/db>
dbisql -c "dbn=SAPIQDB;uid=dba;eng=<server>_<SID>_<nr>" -nogui
Password for dba:
(DBA)>
To check the occupation of the chosen ports for the SAP IQ COCKPIT you can run the following command
sybase@server:/usr/sap/<SID>/SIQ<nr>/COCKPIT-4/bin> ./cockpit.sh -info
➔ info --ports
################################################################################
# Cockpit server Cockpit server 4.0 GA
# Copyright 2014 SAP AG. All rights reserved.
################################################################################
---------- SERVICE PORT CONFIGURATION ---------Service Name

Property Name

Current Value

in Use Address

------------

-------------

-------------

------ -------

RMI

port

34284

true

server.xyz

EmbeddedWebContainer

http.port

34282

true

ANY

EmbeddedWebContainer

https.port

34283

true

ANY

Tds

tdsPort

34285

true

ANY

SccSADataserver

com.sybase.asa.server.port

34280

true

ANY

Messaging

messaging.db.port

34280

true

ANY

Messaging

messaging.port

34281

false

ANY

Alert

alert.database.port

34280

true

ANY

sybase@server:/usr/sap/<SID>/SIQ<nr>/COCKPIT-4/bin>
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In case of the message in the Chrome Browser:
The website uses HSTS. ... "You cannot visit localhost right now because the website uses HSTS.
Delete the server in the Chrome Setting - chrome://net-internals/#hsts or type thisisunsafe

Once you logged on the SAP IQ Cockpit, you can now:
-

Register the IQ Agent

-

Authenticate the IQ Agent

use the RMI Port 3<nr>84
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use the user uafadmin/Sybase4me

You can use the SAP IQ Cockpit to create the start/stop scripts in case you don´t want to use the alias
defined in Chapter 5.2.1

2.4.5 Create a technical user with the IQ COCKPIT
Note 2226111 - How to re-create technical user for SAP IQ Cockpit
Note 2935664 - IQ Cockpit: Technical user store cannot be located for bundle - SAP IQ
Note 2975482 - SAP IQ Cockpit: Errors in TechnicalUserCreate Script
Execute the $SYBASE/COCKPIT-4/plugins/IQ-CMAP/TechnicalUserCreate.sh
script, don't connect to the database when prompted and make sure the script can execute.
Make sure you followed the manual changed to the script TechnicalUserCreate.sh
If the login policy IQC_TECHNICAL_USER_POLICY is not available, you can create the logon policy in the
SAP IQ Cockpit.
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SAP Online Help: SAP IQ Cockpit

Create the necessary Alerts for your Scenario.
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2.4.6 Apply the DB Options for the SAP IQ database
Paste the following SQL script into the I-SQL Interface (without the “/*” lines) for the creation of the main
database. These Values are based on the current experiences with the SAP IQ database.
Note 2131245 - SQL -121 Error when storing to IQ Index - SAP IQ <SID>
Note 2132068 - INSERT of character data limited to 32767 bytes - SAP IQ
Note 2286446 - SAP IQ: Exception Thrown from slib/s_barray.cxx:7365
Note 2571025 - Permission denied: you do not have the READCLIENTFILE authority needed - SAP IQ
Note 2825150 - New function for monitoring statement performance by set
"Collect_IQ_Performance_Stats" and "QUERY_PLAN_MIN_TIME" -- SAP IQ
Note 2886870 - Transaction and locking errors, "User 'another user' has the row in 't1' locked" ,
"Transaction xxxx attempted to access ..." -- SAP IQ
Note 3035491 - SAP IQ - how to find IQ Tcpip Listener port number by query

To activate these settings, you must restart the IQ database. So, far it is also necessary to apply the
options after a binary update as well again.
sp_iqcheckoptions;
/* -------------------------------------------------------*/
/* @(#)options.sql
*/
/* SAP IQ database instance "SAPIQDB" - SET OPTIONS
*/
/* V.2013032.pro0-01
*/
/* -------------------------------------------------------*/
/* main settings for the SAP-NLS solution
set option public.allow_read_client_file='ON';
set option public.ansi_substring='OFF';
set option public.append_load='ON';
set option public.blocking='ON';
set option public.chained='OFF';
set option public.collect_iq_performance_stats='ON';
set option public.default_dbspace='USER0001';
set option public.Default_KB_Per_Stripe=512;
set option public.Default_Disk_Striping='ON';
set option public.Enable_LOB_Variables='ON';
set option public.Use_Aio_Subsystem_Type='1';
set option public.Prefetch_Manager_Type='1';
set option public.Force_No_Scroll_Cursors='ON';
set option public.Index_Advisor='ON';
set option public.Index_Advisor_Max_Rows=1000;
set option public.Main_Reserved_DBSpace_MB=2000;
set option public.Max_Cartesian_Result='0';
set option public.MPX_CORE_Options1='1';
set option public.OS_File_Cache_Buffering='OFF';
set option public.OS_File_Cache_Buffering_Tempdb='OFF';
set option public.string_rtruncation='OFF';
set option public.Temp_Reserved_DBSpace_MB='1000';
set option public.temp_space_limit_check='ON';
set option public.string_rtruncation='OFF';
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/* set option SAP<SID>USR.default_dbspace='USER0001';
/* set temporary option blocking_timeout = '400';
/* Optional for Query trace (only on demand)
set option public.collect_iq_performance_stats='ON'
set option public.index_advisor_max_rows=10000;
set option public.query_detail='ON';
set option public.query_plan='ON';
set option public.query_plan_after_run='ON';
set option public.query_plan_as_html_directory='../html';
set option public.query_temp_space_limit=0;
set option public.query_timing='ON';

2.4.7 Extend the SAP IQ database (datafiles/temp)
Now the database must be extended to use the optimum from the existing hardware resources like CPU
and RAM. As a starting point, we would normally split the data/tmp devices on a 50:50 basis. Over time
we can add more devices for data and may at some point arrive at a 60:40 ratio based on usage, content,
and query profiles of our user base. Additional you can also create an IQ cache DB space.
Note 2297484 - You have run out of space in IQ_SYSTEM_MAIN -SAP IQ
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

-------------------------------------------------------*/
@(#)extend.sql
*/
SAP IQ database instance "SAPIQDB" - Extend DB
*/
V.20130320-01
*/
-------------------------------------------------------*/

CREATE DBSPACE USER0001 USING
FILE

USER0001_001 '../data/user/USER0001/USER0001_001.iq' size 12288, reserve 2048,

FILE

USER0001_002 '../data/user/USER0001/USER0001_002.iq' size 12288, reserve 2048,

FILE

USER0001_003 '../data/user/USER0001/USER0001_003.iq' size 12288, reserve 2048,

FILE

USER0001_004 '../data/user/USER0001/USER0001_004.iq' size 12288, reserve 2048,

FILE

USER0001_005 '../data/user/USER0001/USER0001_005.iq' size 12288, reserve 2048,

FILE

USER0001_006 '../data/user/USER0001/USER0001_006.iq' size 12288, reserve 2048,

FILE

USER0001_007 '../data/user/USER0001/USER0001_007.iq' size 12288, reserve 2048,

FILE

USER0001_008 '../data/user/USER0001/USER0001_008.iq' size 12288, reserve 2048,

FILE

USER0001_009 '../data/user/USER0001/USER0001_009.iq' size 12288, reserve 2048,

FILE

USER0001_010 '../data/user/USER0001/USER0001_010.iq' size 12288, reserve 2048,

FILE

USER0001_011 '../data/user/USER0001/USER0001_011.iq' size 12288, reserve 2048,

FILE

USER0001_012 '../data/user/USER0001/USER0001_012.iq' size 12288, reserve 2048,

FILE

USER0001_013 '../data/user/USER0001/USER0001_013.iq' size 12288, reserve 2048,

FILE

USER0001_014 '../data/user/USER0001/USER0001_014.iq' size 12288, reserve 2048,

FILE

USER0001_015 '../data/user/USER0001/USER0001_015.iq' size 12288, reserve 2048,

FILE

USER0001_016 '../data/user/USER0001/USER0001_016.iq' size 12288, reserve 2048,

STRIPING ON
STRIPESIZEKB 512;
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ALTER DBSPACE IQ_SYSTEM_TEMP ADD
FILE SAPIQDB_tmp_002 '../temp/SAPIQDB_tmp_002.iqtmp' size 6144,
FILE SAPIQDB_tmp_003 '../temp/SAPIQDB_tmp_003.iqtmp' size 6144,
FILE SAPIQDB_tmp_004 '../temp/SAPIQDB_tmp_004.iqtmp' size 6144,
FILE SAPIQDB_tmp_005 '../temp/SAPIQDB_tmp_005.iqtmp' size 6144,
FILE SAPIQDB_tmp_006 '../temp/SAPIQDB_tmp_006.iqtmp' size 6144,
FILE SAPIQDB_tmp_007 '../temp/SAPIQDB_tmp_007.iqtmp' size 6144,
FILE SAPIQDB_tmp_008 '../temp/SAPIQDB_tmp_008.iqtmp' size 6144,
FILE SAPIQDB_tmp_009 '../temp/SAPIQDB_tmp_009.iqtmp' size 6144,
FILE SAPIQDB_tmp_010 '../temp/SAPIQDB_tmp_010.iqtmp' size 6144,
FILE SAPIQDB_tmp_011 '../temp/SAPIQDB_tmp_011.iqtmp' size 6144,
FILE SAPIQDB_tmp_012 '../temp/SAPIQDB_tmp_012.iqtmp' size 6144,
FILE SAPIQDB_tmp_013 '../temp/SAPIQDB_tmp_013.iqtmp' size 6144,
FILE SAPIQDB_tmp_014 '../temp/SAPIQDB_tmp_014.iqtmp' size 6144,
FILE SAPIQDB_tmp_015 '../temp/SAPIQDB_tmp_015.iqtmp' size 6144,
FILE SAPIQDB_tmp_016 '../temp/SAPIQDB_tmp_016.iqtmp' size 6144;
set option public.default_dbspace='USER0001';

2.4.7.1 Create the DB Cache space (optional)
Since SAP IQ 16.1 SP02 you can also create a designated cache User Space in a dedicated Flash
Drive/Disk to improve the IQ Performance.
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

-------------------------------------------------------*/
@(#)iq_cache.sql
*/
SAP IQ database instance "SAPIQDB" - Extend DB
*/
V.20210320-01
*/
-------------------------------------------------------*/

CREATE DBSPACE IQ_SYSTEM_CACHE
USING FILE IQ_SYSTEM_CACHE
'../cache/IQ_SYSTEM_CACHE_0001.iqcache' SIZE 8192 IQ CACHE STORE
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2.4.8 Check the status of the SAP IQ database
After you logged on with the I-SQL interface you can run the following procedure to check the status of
the SAP IQ database and the usage of the correct license. Please Note, that some of the optional License
Options might not active, if there are not used so far (e.g. IQ_LOB)
Database Profiling Procedures (Check the IQ Database)
https://help.sap.com/viewer/a8982cc084f21015a7b4b7fcdeb0953d/16.1.4.7/enUS/a60fe60584f21015b38cf9dea64a7830.html
https://help.sap.com/viewer/a8937bea84f21015a80bc776cf758d50/16.1.4.7/enUS/a76dbe0784f21015898abccb108adfed.html
select * from sa_eng_properties() where PropName like 'CommandLine';
sp_iqstatus;
sp_iqlmconfig;
sp_iqcheckoptions;
sp_iqconnection;
sp_iqwho;
sp_displayroles;

sp_iqcheckdb 'allocation database';
sp_iqcheckdb 'verify database';
sp_iqdbspaceobjectinfo USER0001;
sp_iqfile USER0001;
sp_iqdbspace;
sp_iqindexadvice;
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2.4.9 SAP IQ Monitor - sp_iqsysmon Procedure
The sp_iqsysmon Procedure Monitors multiple components of SAP IQ, including the management of
buffer cache, memory, threads, locks, I/O functions, and CPU utilization.
Note 2517920 - About iqmt server parameter - SAP IQ
sp_iqsysmon '00:00:05', 'threads';
Note 2633038 - How to monitor Main/Temp cache allocation status -- SAP IQ
sp_iqsysmon '00:00:05', 'mbufpool';
Note 2809829 - How to monitor memory IQLM (IQ Large Memory) - SAP IQ
sp_iqsysmon '00:00:05', 'memory, lma';
SAP IQ Memory Details
sp_iqsysmon '00:00:05', 'mbufalloc, tbufalloc';
sp_iqsysmon '00:00:05', 'mbufman, mbufpool, mbufalloc';
Batch Mode Syntax
sp_iqsysmon '<time-period>' [, 'section(s)' ]
sp_iqsysmon start_monitor/stop_monitor
sp_iqsysmon start_monitor, 'filemode' [, '<monitor-options>' ]
sp_iqsysmon stop_monitor
More Examples can be found in the SAP Help - sp_iqsysmon Procedure
The time period for monitoring, in the form HH:MM:SS.
The section(s) are optional abbreviation for one or more sections to be shown by sp_iqsysmon.
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2.5 Setup of the SDA connection for BW/HANA
2.5.1 Add the ODBC Client IQ driver to the siqclient
Note 1987373 - Interactive SQL (dbisql) could not load the "SybaseIQ" plug-in. Its "saip12.jar" file has
moved or has been deleted - SAP IQ
Note 2503648 - SIQ: support for IQ odbc driver 16.1
Note 2593658 - Connect to <SID> (IQ) raised error "Unable to load 'libdbodbc16.so...'
Note 2682442 - ExtEnvResultSet1 error on running load_q - SAP NLS
Note 2735076 - What is '__SQLAnyCli__X_Y' directory under /tmp/.SQLAnywhere ? - SAP IQ
Note 2787934 - SIQ: TLS Handshake error using IQ 16.1
Note 2839539 - Unable to login to InteractiveSQL with BI4_Audit_DSN and BI4_CMS_DSN
Note 2955569 - unix ODBC driver cannot find dblgen16.res file - SAP IQ
Note 3119008 - Configure SAP IQ and HANA for SDA/ODBC

Always use the Installation method to implement the IQ Network Client on the designated HANA and BW
servers, to ensure that the necessary soft links are created correctly in the Directory
/usr/sap/<SID>/siqclient

Create the Directory siqclient as the existing hdbclient Directory and run the command with the
<sid>adm of your SAP BW system. There is no separate IQ ODBC Client SAR file available on SAP Market
Place. Check for the latest files as described in Chapter 1.2.3
As the separate delivery of the ODBC driver has stopped in 2016 you can follow the procedure in
Chapter 2.2.3 to extract the necessary files from the IQ Network Client package, despite you want to use
IQ 16.0 or IQ 16.1

2.5.2 Add the IQ LibDBSL to the SAP Kernel
Note 2864679 - SIQ: write to iq load file fails, no error message from OS
Note 2964277 - SIQ: DECFLOAT and timestamp datatypes for IQ
Note 2987266 - SYB: setting qualifier for table names for secondary connections
Note 3046811 - SIQ: connection to IQ with IQ 16.1 SP04 PL09 ODBC driver fails
Note 3056290 - SYB: Fault Manager: signal when using ODBC driver 16.0 SP04 on Linux

Where and How to get the latest Version LibDBSL Kernel can be found in Chapter 1.2.3
Depending on the delivery, either the LibDBSL is part of the SAPEXEDB_xxx-80004412.SAR file, or it is
already provided as file lib_dbsl_xxx-80004412.sar file.
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SAPCAR: processing archive /data/software/sybase/lib_dbsl_817-80004412.sar
SAPCAR: processing archive /data/software/sybase/SAPEXEDB_822-80004412.SAR
x dbsybslib.so
x patchesdb.mf
# copy dbsybslib.so (755) to the Directories
server: /usr/sap/<SID>/D<nr>/exe>
server:/usr/sap/usr/sap/<SID>/SYS/exe/uc/linuxx86_64>

2.5.3 configure the smart data access (SDA) environment
depending on the involved servers, the modification is done in different .sapenv files. In a correct SAP
environment, the order of calling the shows as follows:
Order of calling the user environment Example for c-shell is identical to bourne shell):
.profile ➔ .cshrc ➔ .dbenv.csh ➔ .sapenv.csh ➔ .sapenv_<server>.csh
and .customer.csh

Furthermore ,the SAP HANA and the SAP BW installation are using the c-shell (csh) and bourne shell (sh)
differently. To avoid any misconfigurations or manual changed settings, it is suitable to add the
modifications to c-shell and bourne shell simultaneously.

2.5.3.1 variables to the .sapenv file of the BW server
.sapenv_<server>.csh
setenv ODBC_IQ libdbodbc17_r.so
setenv LD_LIBRARY_PATH ${LD_LIBRARY_PATH}:/usr/sap/HBD/hdbclient/
setenv LD_LIBRARY_PATH ${LD_LIBRARY_PATH}:/usr/sap/HBD/siqclient/IQ-16_1/lib64
setenv IQDIR16 /usr/sap/HBD/siqclient/IQ-16_1
.sapenv_<server>.sh
export ODBC_IQ=libdbodbc17_r.so
export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=$LD_LIBRARY_PATH:/usr/sap/HBD/hdbclient/
export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=$LD_LIBRARY_PATH:/usr/sap/HBD/siqclient/IQ-16_1/lib64
export IQDIR16=/usr/sap/HBD/siqclient/IQ-16_1

Check that at least the following logical links are available in the IQ Client/ODBC Directory to stay
compatible with the old SAP IQ ODBC drivers and the LibDBSL for SAP ASE/IQ (you might see more
logical links which is fine)
server:/usr/sap/HBW/siqclient>
ln -s libdbodbc16.so libdbodbc12.so
ln -s libdbodbc17.so libdbodbc12.so
ln -fs libdbodbc17.so libdbodbc16.so ➔
(obsolete with Note 2503648), but still needed for the SAP Host Agent usage)
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This manual procedure in Chapter 2.4.1 is changed with SAP IQ 16.1, as you must install the SAP IQ and
ODBC driver in a separate step as stated in Chapter
Furthermore libdbodbc16.so and dependent links are replaced by libdbodbc17.so
The same applies for the files libdbodbc16_r.so and libdbodbc17_r.so

2.5.3.2 variables to the .sapenv file of the HANA server
.sapenv.csh
setenv ODBC_IQ libdbodbc17_r.so
setenv LD_LIBRARY_PATH ${LD_LIBRARY_PATH}:/usr/sap/HDB/federation/
setenv LD_LIBRARY_PATH ${LD_LIBRARY_PATH}:/usr/sap/HDB/siqclient/IQ-16_1/lib64
setenv IQDIR16 /usr/sap/HDB/siqclient/IQ-16_1
.sapenv.sh
export ODBC_IQ=libdbodbc17_r.so
export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=$LD_LIBRARY_PATH:/usr/sap/HDB/federation/
export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=$LD_LIBRARY_PATH:/usr/sap/HDB/siqclient/IQ-16_1/lib64
export IQDIR16=/usr/sap/HDB/siqclient/IQ-16_1
If not already done, you must install the HANA ODBC drivers as well as stated in Chapter 2.5

2.5.3.3 variables to the .SYBASE file of the IQ server
SAP IQ already included the ODBC files into the client installation, so there is no need so specify an
additional path for the SAP IQ client.
The files are located on the SAP IQ software home directory /usr/sap/<SID>/SIQ<nr>
.SYBASE.csh
setenv ODBC_IQ libdbodbc17_r.so
setenv LD_LIBRARY_PATH $?LD_LIBRARY_PATH:/usr/sap/<SID>/hdbclient/
setenv IQDIR16 /usr/sap/<SID>/SIQ<nr>/IQ-16_1
.SYBASE.sh
export ODBC_IQ=libdbodbc17_r.so
export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=$LD_LIBRARY_PATH:/usr/sap/<SID>/hdbclient/
export IQDIR16= /usr/sap/<SID>/SIQ<nr>/IQ-16_1

A restart of the BW, HANA and IQ server Instance is necessary to activate the LD_LIBRARY_PATH.
If your PAS differs from Linux, check the differences for the path variables here:
Configuring SSL for SAP Host Agent on UNIX
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2.5.4 Configure unixODBC
Optionally, install the UNIX based ODBC tools as follows with the user root:
hdbadm@server:/data/software/sybase> zypper install unixODBC
You can check the Installation as follows:
hdbadm@server:/data/software/sybase> odbcinst –j
unixODBC 2.3.6
DRIVERS............: /etc/unixODBC/odbcinst.ini
SYSTEM DATA SOURCES: /etc/unixODBC/odbc.ini
USER DATA SOURCES..: /root/.odbc.ini
hdbadm@server:/data/software/sybase>
ln -s /etc/unixODBC/odbc.ini /usr/sap/<SID>/home/.odbc.ini
To understand the basic functionality, visit the unixODBC Page at - http://www.unixodbc.org
Create an empty .odbc.ini file in the home directory of the <sid>adm of the HANA user and on the
sybase home directory of the user sybase with the following structure:
Please Note the necessary specific Parameters for SAP IQ (CommLinks) and SAP HANA (ServerNode)
cannot be added automatically to the file .odbc.ini
[SAPIQDB]
ServerName=SAPIQSERVER
DatabaseName=SAPIQDB
Host=server.domain.ext:3<nr>38
CommLinks=tcpip(host=lt5088.wdf.sap.corp;port=34238)
Driver=/usr/sap/<SID>/SIQ<nr>/IQ-16_1/lib64/libdbodbc16_r.so

# IQ 16.0

Driver=/usr/sap/<SID>/SIQ<nr>/IQ-16_1/lib64/libdbodbc17_r.so

# IQ 16.1

User=DBA
PWD=<secure>
[<SID>HANA]
Driver=/usr/sap/<SID/hdbclient/libodbcHDB.so
ServerNode=server.domain.ext:3<nr>15
User=SYSTEM
Password=<secure>

On the SAP IQ host/location you can create the entry for the .odbc.ini automatically with the following
command and test the connection:
sybase@server:/usr/sap/<SID>/data/db>
iqdsn -y -w "SAPIQDB" -c
"UID=DBA;PWD=dba;ServerName=<server>_<SID>_<nr>;DBN=SAPIQDB;
host='server.domain.net:3<nr>38'"
sybase@server:/usr/sap/<SID>/data/db> dbping -d -c dsn=SAPIQDB
Note 1944362 - Language of OS and collation of IQ must be the same at Japanese env - SAP IQ
Note 2556441 - dbbackup showing message in another language
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2.6 Configure the remote source between SAP HANA and IQ
Note 1868209 - SAP HANA Smart Data Access: Central Note
Note 1868702 - SAP HANA Smart Data Access: Remote DataSource Drivers

Note 2352696 - SAP HANA Smart Data Access 2.0 Master Release Note
Note 2360671 - Install and Verify the Latest Smart Data Access Package
Note 2439593 - List of Functions Pushed Down from SAP HANA Smart Data Access to an SAP IQ Remote
Source
Note 2600176 - SAP HANA Smart Data Access Supported Remote Sources
Note 2650971 - SAP HANA Smart Data Access Package
You can find the Setup for the Smart Data Access via the ODBC Drivers - here
Unpack the file IMDB_SDA200_05_0-70002151.SAR or higher into a temporary directory and run the
setup to install the ODBC drivers for HANA.

Please note that the Directory /usr/sap/HDB/federation will be created now automatically.
Also, a logical link federation from the Directory /usr/sap/HDB/SYS/global/hdb will be created.
hdbadm@server:/data/software/temp>
SAPCAR -xvf _sar\IMDB_SDA200_05_0-70002151.SAR
SAPCAR: processing archive IMDB_SDA200_05_0-70002151.SAR (version 2.01)
hdbadm@server:/data/software/temp>./install.sh -s <SID>
Removing old driver files from /usr/sap/H24/federation ...
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After these manual settings, you must restart the HANA and the IQ server to make the changes active.
Create a “New Remote Source” under the Section Provisioning and fill in the necessary settings.
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This Source Name becomes now the Value of the Parameter REMOTE_SOURCE in the transaction
RSDANLCON

Create a virtual Table based on an existing Table located in the IQ Server (only for testing the connection).

Create a virtual Table based on an existing Table located in the IQ Server (only for testing the connection).

The Table is now visible in the SAP<SID> Schema of the BW on/for HANA System.
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You can reuse this table for further modelling in the SAP HANA Database. Based on this result, you can
add additional Tables e.g., from a particular Space like USER0001 or from a specific DB Schema.

Grant Remote Source privileges to SAP<SID> user
In SQL: GRANT CREATE VIRTUAL TABLE, DROP ON REMOTE SOURCE SAPIQDB TO "SAP<SID>";
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Additional SAP Notes to consider:
Note 1989436 - Open ODS View with Smart Data Access - Invalid Table Name during Query Execution
Note 2100225 - BW Near-Line Storage with HANA SDA: Improved Handling of <SID> Part Providers
Note 2100962 - BW Near-Line Storage with HANA Smart Data Access: Query Performance
Note 2165650 - BW Near-Line Storage with HANA Smart Data Access: FAQ
Note 2614838 - Best Practices for HG index - SAP IQ ➔ Link to Best Practice Guide
Note 2669902 - Missing table while replicating data to BW
Note 2713578 - SYS.REMOTE_SOURCE_OBJECTS Tables is excessively large - SAP HANA SDI
Additional Notes with regards to BW query execution:
https://blogs.sap.com/2015/11/17/increasing-the-sap-nls-performance/#optimizesda
https://blogs.sap.com/2015/11/17/increasing-the-sap-nls-performance/#optimizeqa
The smart data access can also be enabled via the HANA LM option through the HANA studio.
SAP First Guidance - Business Warehouse on SAP HANA Installation

With SAP BW/4HANA, the configuration of the Near-Line Storage (tx. RSDANLCON) will slightly change,
the Remote Source can be selected as well once it is created from the SAP HANA Studio. The Value of the
Parameter REMOTE_SOURCE can now be removed from the Conn. Parameter.
Note 2474583 - Near-line Connection: Some issues Near-line Connection Maintenance

2.6.1 The remote source Extra Adapter Properties
Note 2940109 - SDA - Password for Remote Source Containing Special Characters Throws Invalid
Username/Password Error
The string will be created automatically via the SAP HANA Studio interface.
EngineName=server_<SID>_<nr>;DatabaseName=SAPIQDB;
CommLinks=tcpip(host=server.domain.ext;port=3<nr>38);
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2.7 SAP-NLS partition settings
2.7.1 NLS IQ dbspace-oriented partitioning mode
Every new and non-empty archiving request creates a new partition with the related near-line data table.
Since the number of partitions per table are limited to 1024. Partitions per table need to be monitored and
partitions need to be deleted or merged in case that the limit is reached.
Multiple archiving requests get serialized at the beginning of the copy phase and my run into a lock
timeout, because each request requires an exclusive lock to create a new partition within the associated
near-line data table. To avoid this by-request creation of new partitions during the copy phase, the
following RSADMIN Parameter can be set.
Note 2190504 - BW NLS IQ: New dbspace-oriented partitioning mode
RSDA_SYB_PARTMODE = D
Use the Report SAP_RSADMIN_MAINTAIN to add the entry to the table RSADMIN

1.

If a Data Archiving Process is activated the first time
o the request control table will be created within the main dbspace (IQ_SYSTEM_MAIN unless a
different dbspace is assigned to parameter MAIN_DBSPACE at near-line connection level),
o the data table and the first e.g. MAX) partition will be created within the default dbspace
(public IQ option default_dbspace) unless a different dbspace is assigned to
parameter DEFAULT_DBSPACE at near-line connection level).
2. Further activations of a DAP have no effect on the assignment of tables and partitions to dbspaces. If
the assignment should be changed for DAPs created prior to the change to partitioning mode 'D', this
needs to be processed on database level with the respective SQL commands (ALTER TABLE ...
MOVE ...).
3. If a new near-line request is created (e.g. at the beginning of the copy phase), a decision is made
whether a new partition shall be created. A new partition is only created if the following conditions are
fulfilled:
o The request ID belongs to the current MAX partition,
o The request ID (a SID for a classical DataStore Object or an InfoCube or a TSN for an
Advanced DataStore Object) is greater than the maximum request ID of the data table and
o the current default dbspace is different to the dbspace assigned to the current MAX partition.
4. If it has been decided in the previous step to create a new partition, this is done by splitting the
current MAX partition into a new partition with the current maximum request ID as the upper bound
and a new reduced MAX partition. After the split the new MAX partition, which is now empty, is moved
to the new default dbspace, before the data copy of the new near-line request is started.
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2.7.2 SAP-NLS cold store related settings
Note 2754330 - Data movement to cold store fails with SQLCode = -131: Syntax error near '(end of line)'
Note 2785785 - DAP ends with IQ Error SQL-131 Syntax error near '(end of line)'
With the introduction of these SAP Notes, there are now additional settings possible to ensure that the
default writing partition on the SAP IQ database is specified correctly.
The default dbspace is used to create new data partitions. The DTO Adjustment run, or the Data Archiving
Process automatically detects a switch of the default dbspace and puts new data into the new default
dbspace. Previously moved or archived data will stay within the formerly assigned dbspace. Later, the old
dbspace might be set to read-only state and backed up once in order to reduce the data number of
regular backups, by excluding read-only dbspaces from regular backups. Whenever you want to
physically remove data from read-only dbspaces you have to write-enable the dbspace again before you
start the cleanup process (program RSDA_CLEANUP_ARCHIVE) in BWoH or BW/4HANA.
The following options are possible, which can be used either/or.

2.7.2.1 Add an additional IQ Option
As stated in Chapter 2.3.6 you can set an additional SAP IQ DB option to ensure the correct db space to
write onto. This also allows you later to switch the partition to a new partition.
set option public.default_dbspace = '<name of a write-enabled dbspace>'; e.g.
set option SAP<SID>USR.default_dbspace = 'USER0001';

2.7.2.2 Enhance the RSDANLCON configuration
As stated in Chapter 3.2.3 you can enhance the Connection Parameter with an additional option
DEFAULT_DBSPACE=<name of a write-enabled dbspace>, e.g. DEFAULT_DBSPACE=USER0001
MAIN_DBSPACE=<name of a write-enabled dbspace>, e.g. DEFAULT_DBSPACE=USER0001

2.7.2.3 Further Settings
Add the following string to the table DBA_CONFIG with Transaction SE16 (only for DB6 based NLS)
*

*

BI_NLS_ACTIVE

X

Note 3075223 - NLS Archiving limit by number of records
RSADMIN Parameter - DAP_WO_MAX_RECS

Value: Number of records

Note 2720236 - Optimization of materialization of DIM branches ➔ RSCUSTV25
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2.8 Configure SAP IQ SSL support
2.8.1 Pre-requisites
For the overall process, you can follow the following help section how exemplarily describes SSL
configuration for the SAP Host Agent on UNIX. Even that now the SAP IQ description uses the “Sybase
native tools”, the Implementation is done with the SAP standard SSL package via SAPCryptoLib.
The procedure using the Sybase tools is described here:
Note 2117279 - SAP IQ: How to generate CSR for third party trusted CA (VeriSign)
Note 2228977 - How to use a database encryption key - SAP IQ
Note 2441404 - How to setup ASE cockpit and SSL - SAP ASE
Note 2493559 - Available TLS cipher suites - SAP IQ 16
Note 2938730 - SSL Certification Expired SAP IQ
SSL Scenario 1: Establishing Trust for Server-Side Authentication
SSL Scenario 1: Establishing Trust for Server-Side Authentication - SAP Help Portal

Configuring SSL for SAP Host Agent on UNIX
Configuring SSO for the SAP Host Agent on UNIX - SAP Help Portal
Security Setup for Communication with the Connectivity Provider System - SAP Help Portal
Setting the Profile Parameters for Using SSL
Configuring SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP to Support TLS - SAP Help Portal
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Exporting a PKCS#12 File
Exporting a PKCS#12 File - SAP Help Portal
Recommended Locations of Files
Recommended Locations of Files - SAP Help Portal
Installing the SAP Cryptographic Library on an Arbitrary Server - SAP Help Portal
The SAP Cryptographic Library Installation Package Installation
The SAP Cryptographic Library Installation Package - SAP Help Portal
Note 1848999 - Central Note for CommonCryptoLib 8 (replacing SAPCRYPTOLIB)
Note 510007 - Additional considerations for setting up SSL on Application Server ABAP
Note 2384290 - SapSSL update to facilitate TLSv1.2-only configurations, TLSext SNI for 721+722 clients
Note 2971642 - SSL Connection does not work with Chrome Browser - Issue with SAN
Note 3015741 - "Received a fatal TLS handshake failure alert message from the peer" when connecting
Installing SAP Host Agent Manually
SAP Host Agent Installation - SAP Help Portal

2.8.2 SSL Configuration
In the following example the following assumption where made:
Use your own Password Phase which contains upper/lowercase, numeric and non-alpha characters. The
password option with sapgenpse is specified with the parameter -x
As the SAPHostAgent Installation is part of every SAP Installation we are using the user sapadm which is
called via root: sudo -u sapadm
If the Path Variables LD_LIBRARY_PATH and SECUDIR are already defined, you must not call these
options additionally.
The SAP Notation for the Server PSE is SAPSSLS.pse
All files are created in the directory /usr/sap/hostctrl/exe/sec/ which is created beforehand.
Create the Server PSE
sudo -u sapadm LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/usr/sap/hostctrl/exe SECUDIR=/usr/sap/hostctrl/exe/sec
/usr/sap/hostctrl/exe/sapgenpse gen_pse -p SAPSSLS.pse -x is!seCret -r
/usr/sap/hostctrl/exe/sec/server-csr.p10 "CN=server.wdf.sap.corp, O=SAP AG, C=DE"

Grant SAP Host Agent access to the server PSE
sudo -u sapadm LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/usr/sap/hostctrl/exe SECUDIR=/usr/sap/hostctrl/exe/sec
/usr/sap/hostctrl/exe/sapgenpse seclogin -p SAPSSLS.pse -x is!seCret -O sapadm

Get the certificate as follows:
•
•

Sending the Certificate Requests to a CA - SAP Help Portal
If the CA replies to the request file with a CA-response-file which contains the signed certificate in
the PKCS#7 format, you can use this file as an input for importing the signed certificate into the
server PSE. If the used format is PKCS#7, the text file could be named myhost.p7b
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Import the signed certificate into the server PSE
sudo -u sapadm LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/usr/sap/hostctrl/exe SECUDIR=/usr/sap/hostctrl/exe/sec
/usr/sap/hostctrl/exe/sapgenpse import_own_cert -p SAPSSLS.pse -x is!seCret -c
/usr/sap/hostctrl/exe/sec/server-csr.p7b

Verify the server certificate chain
sudo -u sapadm LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/usr/sap/hostctrl/exe SECUDIR=/usr/sap/hostctrl/exe/sec
/usr/sap/hostctrl/exe/sapgenpse get_my_name -p SAPSSLS.pse -x is!seCret -v

Exporting the PKCS#12 file
sudo -u sapadm LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/usr/sap/hostctrl/exe SECUDIR=/usr/sap/hostctrl/exe/sec
/usr/sap/hostctrl/exe/sapgenpse export_p12 -p SAPSSLS.pse -x is!seCret -v server-csr.p12

Create the id file out of the PKCS#12 file with OpenSSL
sudo -u sapadm openssl pkcs12 -in server-csr.p12 -out server.id -nodes

Create the pem file out of the PKS#7 file with OpenSSL
sudo -u sapadm openssl pkcs7 -in server.p7b -print_certs -out server.pem

Create the crt file from the pem file
sudo -u sapadm cp server.pem SAPIQDB.crt

List of created files during the procedure
server:/usr/sap/hostctrl/exe/sec # dir
total 64
-rw-r--r-- 1 sapadm sapsys 6868 May 12 19:15 SAPIQDB.crt
-rw------- 1 sapadm sapsys 5191 May 12 18:06 SAPSSLS.pse
-rw-r--r-- 1 sapadm sapsys

106 May 12 17:56 cred_v2

-rw-r--r-- 1 sapadm sapsys

944 May 12 17:56 server-csr.p10

-rw-r--r-- 1 sapadm sapsys 8776 May 12 18:49 server.id
-rw-r--r-- 1 sapadm sapsys 1777 May 12 18:54 server.key
-rw------- 1 sapadm sapsys 6408 May 12 18:47 server.p12
-rw-r--r-- 1 sapadm sapsys 6495 May 12 18:06 server.p7b
-rw-r--r-- 1 sapadm sapsys 6868 May 12 19:06 server.pem

2.8.2.1 Example Commands with sapgenpse
SAP Help - Configuring SSO for the SAP Host Agent on UNIX - SAP Help Portal
1) sapgenpse gen_pse -p server.pse -x changeit -r server.p10
"CN=server.domain.ext O=Company, C=DE"
2) server.p10 ➔ sending to CA ➔ server_cr.p7b
3) sapgenpse seclogin -p server.pse -x changeit -O root
4) sapgenpse import_own_cert -p server.pse -x changeit -c server_cr.p7b
5) sapgenpse get_my_name -p server.pse -x changeit -v
6) sapgenpse export_p12 -p server.pse -x changeit -v server.p12
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2.8.3 Follow up activities
Enhance the DBCON connection string with the following parameters:
SYBASE_SSL=1
skip_certificate_name_check=yes
See Chapter 3.2.2 for details.
Note 1999431 - SIQ: Setting up SSL for connections to IQ
Note 2994356 - DBCO connection fails on Unrecognized encryption option 'skip_certificate_name_check'
- SAP IQ <SID>
Add the following Parameter to the SAP IQ startup configuration file and restart the SAP IQ database.
-ec TLS(TLS_TYPE=RSA;FIPS=Y;IDENTITY=server.id) See Chapter 2.1.7.2 for details.
Update the SAP IQ ODBC driver and the LibDBSL to the latest Version
Note 2376742 - Fixes in CommonCryptoLib 8.5.6
Note 2264959 - SAP_IQ_ODBC_<SID> 16.0 SP11 Release Notes Information
Note 2130587 - SYB IQ: Performance enhancement for LOAD statement
Note 2364354 - SIQ: Support for ADSO and load striping
Note 2494898 - How to test a certificate against a cipher in IQ with openssl - SAP IQ
See Chapter 2.2.1 and Chapter 2.2.2 for details.
https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/softwarecenter/search/IQNC161004P_8-80002768.TGZ

The location of the SAP IQ ODBC driver has changed. The necessary files are delivered with the SAP IQ
Network Client 16.0 and above now.
Check now the SSL enabled connection first for the enhanced DBCON with the following ABAP Program
ADBC_TEST_CONNECTION. See Chapter 3.2.2 for details.
Finally call the tx. RSDANLCON to create the connection to the <SID> storage on top of the DB
connection. See Chapter 3.2.3 for details.
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Copy the file <SID><SID>.crt to the global Instance directory /usr/sap/<SID>/SYS/global/
To enable the SSL support between SAP IQ and HANA based on SDA via ODBC drivers, enhance the
connection string in the SAP HANA Studio with the following parameter string:
Encryption=TLS(trusted_certificates=/usr/sap/hostctrl/exe/sec/>SID><SID>.crt)
See Chapter 2.3.1 for details.
Correct SDA SSL connection to SAP IQ

If you also want to encrypt the IQ database at the creation, you must add the following statement to the
DB creation command in Chapter 2.2.1
ENCRYPTED ON
KEY 'is!seCret'
ALGORITHM ‘AES’ | ‘AES256’ | ‘AES_FIPS’ | ‘AES256_FIPS’

See the online Help for more Details (Example 4)
https://help.sap.com/viewer/a898e08b84f21015969fa437e89860c8/16.1.4.7/enUS/a616791184f210158207cc6972cf879d.html#loioa616791184f210158207cc6972cf879d__IQ_Examples
You can also use the iqinit utility to enable table encryption during the creation of a database or on an
existing SAP IQ database via rebuilding the database (unload/reload) with the Unload utility (iqunload)
https://help.sap.com/viewer/a89a0a8384f21015b1e7adbeca456f73/16.1.4.7/enUS/3bc7c3396c5f1014ba52ca42619b1b03.html
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3. Configuration of the SAP Components
Overall Documentation:
Configuring SAP IQ as a Near-Line Storage Solution - SAP Help Portal

3.1 SAP IQ related
3.1.1 Create/configure SAP<SID>USR user
You can use the SAP IQ COCKPIT to create the NLS user for nearline connection from SAP BW to SAP IQ.
Note 2097888 - Minimum required privileges for NLS (Near-Line Storage) SAP IQ
Note 2186988 - CREATE ANY OBJECT system privilege overrides REVOKE CREATE on dbspace - SAP IQ
Note 2998815 - SAP IQ: Invalid data type comparison in predicate (n. ARCHREQTSN IN......
dbisql -c "uid=<NLSUSR>;pwd=Sybase4me;eng=<server>_<SID_<nr>;dbn=SAPIQDB" -nogui
(DBA>) sp_displayroles; sp_auth_sys_role_info;
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/* -----------------------------------------------------------*/
/* @(#)user.sql
/* SAP IQ database instance "SAP<SID>USR" - create USER
/* V.20210321-01
/* -----------------------------------------------------------*/
create user SAP<SID>USR identified by 'is!seCret';
login policy root;
revoke DBA from SAP<SID>USR;
grant MANAGE any EVENT to SAP<SID>USR;
grant MONITOR to SAP<SID>USR;
grant READCLIENTFILE to SAP<SID>USR;
grant RESOURCE to SAP<SID>USR;
grant EXECUTE ANY PROCEDURE to SAP<SID>USR;
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3.1.2 Connect IQ to the SAP Host Agent
Note 2376338 - SYB: saphostctrl - ListDatabases returns 'No databases found'
Note 2593559 - Host Agent does not detect database - SAP IQ
Note 2863909 - SIQ: saphostctrl - support for IQ 16.1
Note 3065698 - SIQ: saphostctrl - List Databases shows server down for IQ 16.1
Note 3071939 - SIQ: saphostctrl - corrections for SAP IQ 16.1 display database status
SAP Focus Run - SAP IQ Database Preparation
sybase@server:/usr/sap/<SID>/data/db>
/sapmnt/hostctrl/exe/saphostctrl -user sapadm <password> -function ListDatabases
Run the following commands with the SAP Host Agent admin (sudo -u sapadm), to create the file
siqconfig.cfg in the work directory of the SAP Host Agent.
Note 2719876 - "Fail to load esql library" error while Preparing IQ Database for Focused Run
/sapmnt/hostctrl/exe/saphostctrl -user sapadm <password> -function
SetDatabaseProperty -dbname SAPIQDB -dbtype siq -dbinstance server_SQ1_02 dboption port=3<nr>38 -dboption iqhome=/usr/sap/SQ1/SIQ02 -dboption iqdir=IQ16_1 -dboption dblocation=/usr/sap/SQ1/data/db/SAPIQDB.db -dboption
cfglocation=/usr/sap/SQ1/data/db/SAPIQDB.cfg SIQENTRY=INSERT
/sapmnt/hostctrl/exe/saphostctrl -user sapadm <password> -function
SetDatabaseProperty -dbname SAPIQDB -dbtype siq -dboption user=DBA -dboption
password=changeit SIQUSERCREDENTIAL=INSERT
Note 2970381 - saphostctrl -function ListDatabases shows IQ 16.1 database status as "Stopped" - SAP IQ
sybase@server:/usr/sap/<SID>/data/db>
/sapmnt/hostctrl/exe/saphostctrl -user sapadm <password> -function ListDatabases
Instance name: server_SQ1_02, Hostname: server, Vendor: Sap, Type: siq,
Release: 16.1
Database name: SAPIQDB, Status: Running
Component name: Server (IQ database server), Status: Running
(IQ Server is running)
Component name: Database (IQ database), Status: Running
(Database is running)
File

/sapmnt/hostctrl/work/siqconfig.cfg

instance=server_SQ1_02
port=30238
database=SAPIQDB
host=server.domain.ext
started=1
dblocation=/usr/sap/SQ1/data/db/SAPIQDB.db
cfglocation=/usr/sap/SQ1/data/db/SAPIQDB.cfg
iqhome=/usr/sap/SQ1/SIQ02
iqdir=IQ-16_1
odbclib=libdbodbc17_n.so
embeddedlib=libdblib17.so
tasklib=libdbtasks17.so
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3.2 SAP BW related
3.2.1 Apply the latest corrections for the SAP-NLS Solution.
Therefore, go to the Note search https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/mynotes?tab=Search
and use the Keywords like
SAPKW74020, SAPK-75013INSAPBW or SAPK-10011INDW4CORE together with the component
BW-WHM-DST-ARC (Component BW4-DM-DTO for BW/4, BW-WHM-DBA, BW-WHM-DST-DS for SDA,
BW4-AE-DBIF for DB Interface Manager, BW4-DM-ADSO BC-SYB-IQ for SAP IQ binaries corrections)

Use the Transaction SNOTE to upload several Notes at once and apply the corrections
Note 2637013 - Correction report for ADSO archiving
Note 2737768 - Several actions with DataStore Objects will fail if the default Cold Store conn. is down
Note 2744073 - Several issues in DTO solution when creating HANA Views
Note 2905004 - Extended pruning on time characteristics for Cold Store data ( classical NLS )
Note 2933279 - NLS/IQ - ADSO - increase maximum table width
Note 2942444 - Structurtables on SAP IQ
Note 2992308 - Inconsistent input parameter (parameter: i_iobjnm, value <CHANM>__<ATTR>)
Note 2997689 - Enable the Extraction from InfoProvider Archives via ODP BW Context
Note 3003053 - DTP Adapter: Enable Archive Extraction via ODP Source Systems
Note 3021766 - DTO: moving data to Cold not possible
Note 3075223 - NLS Archiving limit by number of records
Note 3076162 - Load DTO data package wise into IQ ( hot -> cold with load striping )
Note 3081905 - Overlap between deletion criteria and archiving criteria
Note 3092501 - RSDA_SYB_PARTITION_MONITOR short dump
Note 3097868 - DAP transport fails in IQ
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3.2.2 Transaction DBCO - database connection to SAP IQ
Note 2403473 - DBCO connection to SAP IQ results in "libdbodbc12.so: cannot open shared object file:"
Note 2420571 - SIQ: enhance performance of bulk updates and deletes and inserts accepting dup. keys
Note 2503648 - SIQ: support for IQ odbc driver 16.1
Note 2528341 - SYB: 99987: Native DECFLOAT is not supported on SAP IQ
Note 2964277 - SIQ: DECFLOAT and timestamp datatypes for IQ
Note 3046811 - SIQ: connection to IQ with IQ 16.1 SP04 PL09 ODBC driver fails
Now that the LibDBSL for IQ is available in the SAP executables directory, it is now possible to create a DB
connection with the Transaction DBCO. Use the following parameter for the connection:

Connection info: SYBASE_SERVER=<server>.<domain>.<ext>
SYBASE_IQ_ENGINE=SAPIQSERVER
SYBASE_DBNAME=SAPIQDB
SYBASE_PORT=3<nr>38
SYBASE_CONTYPE=IQ
SYBASE_IQ_LOAD=1
SYBASE_IQ_CESU-8=1
SYBASE_IQ_LOCKWAIT=600
SYBASE_IQ_BUFFER_SIZE=1000000
SIQ_BULK_OP=1
# optional
SYBASE_IQ_LOAD_DIR=/sapmnt/trans/IQ

If error like below occur, do NOT select the Option “Permanent” ➔ untick it.
ERROR => Could not get a shared connection for CONNAME = <DBCO Value>
CONNAME = <DBCO Value> ab_get_connection: rc = -2
The Value of the Connection Limit should be at least 3, as the DBACOCKPIT connection opens an
additional SAPHTTP connection for the administration to show the web-based DBA Cockpit UI for SAP IQ.
The Value “Connection Limit” is not influencing the <SID> writing performance at all. Please don’t set this
to a higher value as stated.

Optional: (Note 2987266) In DBCO connection parameters
add SYBASE_QUALIFY=1 and SYBASE_SCHEMA=<qualifier> and SYBASE_DBNAME=<dbname>.
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Otherwise, an error occurs in the transaction DBACOCKPIT like as shown in the following screenshot:

Furthermore, you can test the connection with the following ABAP Program ADBC_TEST_CONNECTION

If the test was successful, no additional message is written. If you want to check the out in Detail despite
that, you can switch to tx. ST11 and select the Work Process which was written at last.
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3.2.3 Transaction RSDANLCON - connection to NLS storage
With the tx. RSDANLCON you create the connection to the NLS storage on top of the DB connection.

Name of the class:
Connection Mode:

CL_RSDA_SYB_CONNECTION

DB Connection:

SAPIQDB

Destination:

N/A

Conn. Parameter:

LOAD_STRIPE_SIZE=4;LOAD_STRIPE_WIDTH=4;
DEFAULT_DBSPACE=USER0001; MAIN_DBSPACE=USER0001;
BACKUP_REQUEST_EVENT=BACKUP_REQUEST;BACKUP_WAIT_SEC=600
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3.2.3.1 BW/4 only - check the HANA remote source
With the usage of the Cold Store in SAP BW/4 (aka nearline storage) the Field “Remote Source” has to be
filled mandatory with a correct created SDI connection in the SAP HANA Studio as stated in Chapter 2.5
With SAP BW 7.50 or SAP BWoH, the entry REMOTE_SOURCE in the line “Conn. Parameter” is optional,
while with SAP BW/4 this behavior has changed.

Note 2865304 - Exceptional updates to cold stores in SAP BW/4HANA 2.0 Data Tiering Optimization
Note 2890382 - DTO: allow 'Exceptional Updates'
For more information on SAP BW/4HANA Data Tiering Optimization see the DTO blog or check the SAP
BW/4HANA Community Page.
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3.2.3.2 Performance for the SAP-NLS load
Blog - https://blogs.sap.com/2015/11/17/increasing-the-sap-nls-performance/
Note 2128579 - Data Load into SAP IQ during Copy Phase utilizes only one server-side Thread
Note 2307267 - DAP does not work - DBSL to 742_Rel PL325 - SAP IQ
Note 2482264 - Error write iq data file failed: only X out of Y bytes written occur during BW archiving
process - SAP BW with SAP IQ Near-line Storage
"No space left on device" doesn't mean target IQ DB runs out of Main or Temp space. This error indicates
that there isn't enough disk space in the BW Application server folder where the iq data files are created
by SAP BW. With SAP Note 2128579 two additional parameters are introduced to significantly increase
the LOAD statement for writing data into SAP-NLS.
Parameter LOAD_STRIPE_WITH setting this parameter to a value n > 1 parallelizes the load.
Parameter LOAD_STRIPE_SIZE is the parallel degree multiplied with SYBASE_IQ_BUFFER_SIZE specified
in the connection string in tx. DBCO

Parameter PACKET_SIZE_MB is only considered when you not to use the parallel load method.
Parameter SYBASE_IQ_LOAD_DIR could be changed at the database connection level (tx. DBCO) and is
by default the data directory of the SAP Instance. If you plan to load a large amount of data, please make
sure that you have enough space left, or specify another directory/device.
Please make sure, that there is enough space on the underlying file system to hold all the data of at least 1
Data Package per concurrently running Data Archiving Process.
As a rule of thumb, the reserved space should be 1.5 times the maximum number of concurrently running
copy phases times the average size of a Data Package (the maximum Data Package size can be
configured within the Data Archiving Process; its system default is 2000 MB)
The LOAD_STRIPE_WITH can be increased up to the amount of physical CPU’s are available on the IQ
server depending on the other server resources like file system, RAM, etc.
If you plan to unload several large objects at the same time, the value should be calculated accordantly
and must not be higher than the available physical CPU’s.
LOAD_STRIPE_SIZE=4; LOAD_STRIPE_WIDTH=4
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3.2.4 SAP-NLS Backup Solution
SAP Help - SAP IQ Administration: Backup, Restore, and Data Recovery

Important Background Information also in the Chapter 5.2.3.2
Deactivate the incremental Backup, e.g. ALTER EVENT BACKUP_INCREMENTAL DISABLE

If you have the IQ Backup Solution in place you must enhance the Connection Parameter String with
BACKUP_REQUEST_EVENT=BACKUP_REQUEST;BACKUP_WAIT_SEC=600
Note 1900379 - Improved Backup Automation with IQ NLS
Note 2740947 - DTO move to cold fails due to missing IQ backup
Note 2741824 - How to setup backup automation for SAP IQ Cold Store/Near-line Storage
Note 2743607 - Database Backup Scheduling using IQ EVENT- SAP IQ
Data Relocation to <SID> takes place in (essentially) 3 phases:
Copy Phase:
• All data of a request is copied in individually committed packages to IQ
• After commit of last package value of column commit_txn_id in view sysiqinfo is retrieved

•

An event to trigger backup is raised
Verification Phase:
• Technical key of archived records is retrieved and verified for completeness
Deletion Phase:
• Before data is deleted from primary database, most recent (i.e. maximum) backup id bu_id from
view sysiqbackuphistory is retrieved.
• Deletion proceeds only if this bu_id is greater than commit_txn_id from copy phase.
• Data is deleted from primary database
NLS Connection Parameter for IQ Backup Handling
• Connection Parameter ‘BACKUP_REQUEST_EVENT=BACKUP_REQUEST’, allows to switch to
Backup mode, the Parameter BACKUP_WAIT_SEC controls the timeout for backup deletions.
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3.2.5 Monitor the SAP-NLS Connection
BLOG: Monitoring Nearline Storage Tables and Partitions from BW

3.2.5.1 RSDA_SYB_PARTITION_MONITOR
With the Report RSDA_SYB_PARTITION_MONITOR you can monitor the NLS connection.

Double Click on the Row, to see more Partition Details
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3.2.5.2 RSDA_SYB_SE16 (BWoH and BW/4 NLS only)
With the Report RSDA_SYB_SE16 you can analyze query plans of a Nearline Connection to a sybase IQ
database in BW.
Note 2899688 - RSDA_SYB_SE16 update
Note 2986299 - RSDA_SYB_SE16 functional updates
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3.2.5.3 RSDA_CLEANUP_ARCHIVE (aDSO)
The following functionality (RDSA_CLEANUP_ARCHIVE) was not available for Data Store Objects:
•
•
•
•

Delete archiving request(s)
Cleanup archiving requests which have been flagged for deletion
Unlock defined data areas for archiving request(s)
Report RSDA_CLEANUP_DTO_COLDSTORE for BW/4

Note 2406947 - Delete <SID> Data for Archiving Request
Note 2476369 - Cleanup not working for DTO Cold Store
Note 2666662 - <SID> full deletion trigger from InfoProvider data deletion
Note 2765431 - Error when extracting data from cold store for ADSOs with non-cumulative key figures
Note 2775909 - ADSO <SID>: Unable to resume failed sel. deletion phase while reloading a request from
Note 2789487 - Restarting a failed reload request dumps in copying phase
Note 3067276 - Aborted deletion with report RSDA_CLEANUP_DTO_COLDSTORE not restartable

3.2.5.4 RSDA_NEARLINE_REQUEST_DELETE
With the Report RSDA_NEARLINE_REQUEST_DELETE you can check the allowance of deleting nearline
storage requests
SAP Help - Deleting and Unlocking Archiving Requests from DataStore Objects (advanced) from NearLine Storage

Additional Corrections
Note 2609410 - Data Tiering adjustment parallelization on partition level for SAP IQ
Note 2666662 - <SID> full deletion trigger from InfoProvider data deletion
Note 2708894 - Clean-up report for temporary lookup tables from IQ
Note 2711742 - Possible data loss during DTO hot/warm to cold movement with SAP IQ
Note 2901914 - RSDA_DROP_TEMP_TABLES inaccurate messages in the log
Note 2910697 - RSDA_NEARLINE_REQUEST_DELETE functional update
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3.2.5.5 BW/4 only: tx. RSOADSODTO
With Transaction RSOADSODTO, you can Monitor the Data Tiering Maintenance for Mass Objects
Note 3015401 - DTO not possible after Systemcopy
Note 3046502 - Unable to execute a Temperature Adjustment in Simulation mode
Note 3061147 - DTO: Error in temp schemas HO, WO, and HWO with partitioning
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3.2.5.6 RSSDA_CREATE_TABLE_STAT (NLS and DTO)
Note 1990181 - BW HANA SDA: Create Database Statistics for Virtual Tables of Open ODS Views and
Near-Line Storage (NLS) Archives
Note 2790789 - RSSDA_CREATE_TABLE_STAT support for several InfoProvider in one call
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3.2.5.7 Setup SAP IQ for transaction DBACOCKPIT
Please consult the SAP IQ Operations Guide:
https://help.sap.com/viewer/e3acb20a4dd547ab98d89d7a85f69515/7.5.8/enUS/87f73c635ffa4a98b68a76fce8bb18eb.html
https://support.sap.com/en/alm/focused-solutions/focused-run-expert-portal/managed-systemsmaintenance-guide/preparing-databases.html#section_54465234
In addition to the SAP Note 1737415 - SAP IQ: Enable remote/secondary connect to SAP IQ
You must add the following parameter to the SAP BW Instance Profile:
dbs/dba/ccms_maintenance = 1
dbs/dba/ccms_security_level = 0
And make sure that the ABAP administration user has at least the following SAP Role added:
SAP_BC_S_DBCON_ADMIN
For the necessary SAP IQ DB options please refer to the Chapter 2.2.8 of this Guide.

Note 2682442 - ExtEnvResultSet1 error on running load_q - SAP NLS
Before you run the following scripts, check the file README.txt at the following location:
/usr/sap/<SID>/SIQ<nr>/IQ-16_1/DBACOCKPIT/queryPlanUDF
Check the Scripts for their correctness before calling them via the shell scripts below
/usr/sap/<SID>/SIQ<nr>/IQ-16_1/DBACOCKPIT/queryPlanUDF/scripts
create_queryplan_table.sql

(might be necessary to run this via I-SQL client)

set_queryplan_options.sql

(insert the correct html location)

create_queryplan_procedures.sql
install_java_classes.sql

(absolute path of the used java classes)

load_query_plans.sql
set_queryplan_options.sql
Run the shell scripts as stated in the README.txt
./install_queryplan_udf.sh SAPIQSERVER 34238 DBA Sybase4me
./load_queryplans_content.sh SAPIQSERVER 34238 DBA Sybase4me
Set query plan database options
Load query plan html content into the DBO.queryPlansTable
Load query plan html content successfully

If errors like Exception CX_DBA_ADBC in class CL_SIQ_ACTION_HTML_QPS method insert
INSERT_QPLAN_INFO line 45 / RC=ADBC error happen, run the procedure as described above.
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3.2.5.8 Adding SAP IQ to the DBACOCKPIT transaction
Note 2043277 - DBA: Allow transfer ownership also for non-SAP Solution Manager Systems
Note 2370773 - DBA cockpit connection of HANA or SYBASE ends with the error: Database connection
ADBC error 'internal error 16 has occurred'
Note 2482244 - Error Remote Connection not available occur when access DBACOCKPIT to monitor SAP
IQ database - SAP BW with SAP IQ Near-line Storage
Note 2293673 - SYB: DBA Cockpit Correction Collection SAP Basis 7.50
Note 2193724 - SYB: SAP BW 7.50 / 7.51 / 7.52 Correction Collection
Note 2731115 - DBACOCKPIT "500 Internal Server Error" - SAP ASE for Business Suite
Note 2813189 - SYB: DBA Cockpit - SSL Encryption Enablement Option for SAP ASE Database Conn.
Note 2941140 - SYB: DBA Cockpit - Reorg Options Availability for Profiles in Automatic Table Maint.
Note 3012420 - Technical Monitoring Cockpit Version 2.0 - Content Version 02.1909.000
After you created the database connection to the NLS storage with transaction RSDANLCON, you can
also use this configuration to add the remote IQ database to the local DBACOCKPIT in your BW system.
Please Note that you must create the connection to the SAP-NLS IQ within the DBACOCKPIT.
SAP Help - Alphabetical List of System Privileges
SAP Help - Grant Compatibility Roles

IF_DB6_ACTION_CONTROLLER~REFRESH_VIEW
CL_SIQ_ACTION_TABLES_DTL
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The TabStrip “Performance” opens the standard database Cockpit.

Under the TabStrip “Diagnostics” you can find the following additional Dashboards:
Audit Log – Index Advisor – Query Plan – Connections

To ensure, that the connected user (SAP<SID>USR) is allowed to execute certain Diagnostics Function,
you must add additional grant to this user with the DBA authorization:
connect to IQ with dbisql and create a DSN entry:
sybase@server:/usr/sap/<SID>/data/db>
iqdsn -y -w "SAPIQDB" -c
"UID=DBA;PWD=Sybase4me;ServerName=<server>_<SID>_<nr>;LINKS=tcpip(host=server.do
main.com;port=3<nr>38)"
sybase@server:/usr/sap/<SID>/data/db>
dbisql -c "uid=DBA;pwd=Sybase4me;eng=<server>_<SID>_<nr>;dbn=SAPIQDB" -nogui
(DBA)>
grant select any table to SAP<SID>USR;
grant set any public option to SAP<SID>USR
grant alter any index to SAP<SID>USR;
grant execute on sp_iqindexadvice to SAP<SID>USR;
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The TabStrip “Diagnostics” opens the database Diagnostics options which are available here.

The TabStrip “Configuration” opens the database options which are set.
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The TabStrip “Space” opens the database size details. Dbspaces – Dbfiles – Tables
You can create additional DB files here without additional SQL Support!

The TabStrip “Backup and Recovery” opens the database backup details
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4. Using the SAP-NLS Solution
Now that the solution is installed and configured, you can go to the Administrator Workbench (tx. RSA1)
and start to distribute your data to the IQ based nearline storage. (Alternative tx. RSDAP)

For Details on How to Create Data Archiving Requests consult the SAP help portal
Note 2614354 - How to Enable "Request-Based Archiving" option for ADSO
Note 2813506 - Error SQL-852 returned when creating IQ DataSource from RSA1
Note 3095478 - DAP Deletion Fails with SQL-141
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5. Appendix
5.1 Tipp’s for the SAP IQ Administration
Best Practice SAP IQ Software Installation
SAP IQ comes with an installer for the platform chosen. It can be run in GUI or console mode and has both
a "typical installation" shortcut and options for a customized installation. For embedded installations, it
can be run in batch mode.
Tuning the SAP IQ Installation for the SAP-NLS Solution
Together with the Installation Guides, you also find the overall SAP IQ Tuning and Performance Guides.
Please Note that these Guides are mainly reflecting the tuning of the native SAP IQ database and the
usage case of the SAP-NLS Solution differs on various topic which are described in the SAP First
Guidance Document
Blog: Increasing the SAP-NLS Performance
http://scn.sap.com/community/bw-hana/blog/2015/11/17/increasing-the-sap-nls-performance
Blog: Overview of the SAP-NLS Solution on the SAP Community
https://blogs.sap.com/2016/10/12/sap-nls-solution-sap-bw

SAP IQ 16.1 - Performance and Tuning Guide - https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SYBIQ/IQ
SAP IQ 16.1 - Finding Server Utilities and Files

https://blogs.sap.com/2015/11/17/increasing-the-sap-nls-performance/
Further SAP Notes for Background Knowledge
Note 2120431 - How to gather information about an SAP IQ installation ➔ bin64/getiqinfo.sh
Note 2321356 - Is RLV required for NLS implementations? - SAP IQ ➔ the Answer is “No”
Note 2368512 - How to determine user tables in SYSTEM dbspace in IQ, a table is VIEW, find VIEW
definition and other table details
Note 2369519 - How to pass a value of environmental (shell) variable into SQL statement in IQ
Note 2373124 - How to display IQ database collations and charset – SAP IQ
Note 2397157 - How to identify the FP index is a nbit or flat FP index?
Note 2524688 - SQLCode = -210: User 'another user' has the row in '/BIC/ONABCDEF01' locked during
BW archiving process - SAP BW with IQ NLS
Note 2719545 - About SAP IQ Sql Data Types -SAP IQ
Note 2903028 - Differences Between SAP HANA Cloud, Data Lake and On-Premise SAP IQ
Note 2894231 - How to del the data from <SID> - IQ once the Data has been reloaded into DSO in BW
Note 2852066 - BW hierarchy query over TREX_EXT_AGGREGATE triggers out of memory in HANA
Note 3009988 - What are part_xxxx tables? - SAP IQ
Note 3035491 - SAP IQ - how to find IQ Tcpip Listener port number by query
https://blogs.sap.com/2015/02/13/share-how-to-rename-iqmsg-file-on-existing-iq
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5.2 Common Maintenance Tasks for SAP IQ
5.2.1 Aliases for the .profile of SAP IQ user
These are useful settings for the file .bashrc in the home directory of the SAP IQ user.
Adapt the setting to your own environment.
export IQLANG=EN
export SALANG=JA
source /usr/sap/SIQ/server/IQ.sh
export LD_LIBRARY_PATH= /usr/sap/SIQ/hdbclient:$LD_LIBRARY_PATH
export PATH=/usr/sap/SIQ/SIQ<nr>/shared/ SAPJRE-8_1_046_64BIT/bin:$PATH
export IQTMP16=/usr/sap/SIQ/tmp
export IQDIR16=/usr/sap/SIQ/SIQ<nr>/IQ-16_1
export IQLOGDIR16=/usr/sap/SIQ/SIQ<nr>/data/log
alias start_SIQ='start_iq @/usr/sap/SIQ/SIQ<nr>/data/db/SAPIQDB.cfg
/usr/sap/SIQ/SIQ<nr>/data/db/SAPIQDB.db -iqdirectio on'
alias stop_SIQ='stop_iq -stop one'
alias start_COCKPIT='nohup $SYBASE/COCKPIT-4/bin/cockpit.sh >& cockpitconsole.out &'
alias stop_COCKPIT='$SYBASE/COCKPIT-4/bin/cockpit.sh --stop'
alias cddb='cd /usr/sap/SIQ/data/db'
alias cdsw='cd /usr/sap/SIQ/SIQ<nr>'
alias cdlog='cd /usr/sap/SIQ/data/log'
alias dsn='dbping -d -c dsn=SAPIQDB'
cd /usr/sap/SIQ/data/db

5.2.2 Increasing the Size of dbspace
At the command line: To increase the size of IQ_SYSTEM_MAIN dbspace:
alter dbspace IQ_SYSTEM_MAIN add file <logical-file-name-1> ‘<file-path-1>’ size
1GB, file <logical-file-name-2> '<file-path-2>' size 1 GB
To increase the size of IQ_SYSTEM_TEMP dbspace:
alter dbspace IQ_SYSTEM_temp add file <logical-file-name-1> '<file-path-1>' size
1 GB
To increase the size of user dbspace:
alter dbspace <user-dbspace-name> add file <logical-file-name-1> '<file-path-1>
size 1GB, file <logical-file-name-2> '<file-path-2>' size 1 GB
https://help.sap.com/viewer/a8937bea84f21015a80bc776cf758d50/16.1.4.7/enUS/a70a76d284f21015a22ea7b1cf320f1d.html

The SAP IQ Cockpit implemented in Chapter 2.3.4 can also be used for the dbspace maintenance.
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5.2.3 Backup/Restore of an SAP IQ database
Online Documentation
https://help.sap.com/viewer/a893f37e84f210158511c41edb6a6367/16.1.4.7/enUS/5b8309b37f4e46b089465e380c24df59.html
Note 2191066 - You must do a full backup before doing an incremental backup - SAP IQ
Note 2287018 - DBACockpit shows error "SAP<SID> [IQ Error SQL-1090:08004][Sybase IQ]Function
'substr' has invalid parameter '3' ('-1')"
Note 2780572 - How to verify if SAP IQ Backup is good or not
Note 2634028 - How to backup IQ database -SAP IQ
Note 2634024 - How to restore IQ database -SAP IQ
Note 2740947 - DTO move to cold fails due to missing IQ backup
Note 2477758 - High-Availability Approach is SAP IQ
Note 2634053 - SAP ILM and Sybase IQ storage
Note 2741824 - How to setup backup automation for SAP IQ Cold Store/Near-line Storage
Note 3003036 - Backup using 3rd party lib fails: Could not backup/restore DLL (BKUP_OPEN) - SAP IQ

5.2.3.1 SAP IQ DB copy based on existing backup
Existing SAP IQ system copies along the SAP BW system can also be done via an existing database
backup of SAP IQ. To create such a reusable backup, you can follow the recommendation as follows:
•
•
•

Before and/or after a regular or bigger Archiving Process you should create a new full backup (or
on a regularly base e.g., once a week)
Within a shorter timeframe e.g., on daily basis create one “incremental since full” (INSF) backup
For every single Archive run you can use the backup automation, to create an incremental backup

If you must restore the SAP IQ database, also for an IQ system copy proceed as follows:
•
•
•

Import the last full backup (it is suitable to verify the full backup before the usage with “RESTORE
VERIFY”)
Import the last INSF backup based on the full backup
Import all remaining incremental backup after the last INSF backup

With this procedure, it should be possible to restore a consistent level of the SAP IQ database.
However, under rare circumstances it might happen that there are some unwanted inconsistencies e.g.,
during the status change within an <SID> request. Such cases can be fixed on demand by the SAP
support.
So, it is suitable to test the procedure on a regular base, like doing an SAP IQ system copy along with the
BW system.

An Example of a backup/restore script is shown on the next pages.
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#/* -----------------------------------------------------------*/
### systemcopy from SAPIQDB to SAPIQDB
#/* -----------------------------------------------------------*/
## stop the target IQ
## Start utility_db on the target machine (use much memory; analog to the system
that is replaced by the load)
start_iq -n utility_db -iqmc 40000 -iqtc 60000
## Connect to utility_db:
dbisql -c "uid=DBA;pwd=Sybase4me;eng=utility_db;dbn=utility_db”
## At the target system
delete db-file and log-file of the instance to be replaced (SAPIQDB) delete all
data files of SAPIQDB as well
## Restore database
restore database '/usr/sap/sybase/sapdata/db/SAPIQDB.db'
from '/usr/sap/sybase/sapdata/backup/SAPIQDB_full_20140707_010000.014470'
rename IQ_SYSTEM_MAIN to '/xxxxx/SAPIQDB_main_001.iq'
rename IQ_SYSTEM_TEMP to '/xxxxx/tmp/SAPIQDB_tmp_001.iqtmp'
rename USER0001_001 to '/xxxxx/USER0001/USER0001_001.iq'
....
rename USER0001_045 to '/xxxxx/USER0001/USER0001_045.iq'
rename SAPIQDB_tmp_002 to '/xxxx/tmp/SAPIQDB_tmp_002.iqtmp'
....
rename SAPIQDB_tmp_030 to '/xxxx/tmp/SAPIQDB_tmp_030.iqtmp'
rename IQ_SYSTEM_MSG to '/xxxxx/logfiles/SAPIQDB.iqmsg'
## Create transaction log for the restored SAPIQDB:
dblog -t /usr/sap/sybase/sapdata/db/SAPIQDB.log
/usr/sap/sybase/sapdata/db/SAPIQDB.db
## start the target IQ
## log on to the target IQ (logins and passwords are loaded from original
instance SAPIQDB)
## create new schema user for <SID>; BW is using the login to connect to IQ
assign appropriate permissions;
## same permissions as the original user maybe like this:
## only necessary if the user name contains the <sid> SAPIQDB
create user SAP<SID>USR identified by '**********';
grant READCLIENTFILE, MONITOR, MANAGE any EVENT to SAP<SID>USR;
grant ROLE SYS_AUTH_RESOURCE_ROLE to SAP<SID>USR with no ADMIN OPTION;
grant CREATE TABLE to SAP<SID>USR with no ADMIN OPTION;
## change table owners; so that new user will be the owner
## only necessary if the user name contains the <sid> SAPIQDB
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ALTER TABLE table_name ALTER OWNER TO new_owner
these are the tables:
select table_name, suser_name(creator) from systab
where suser_name(creator) = 'SAPIQDB'
and table_type_str = 'BASE'
## the statements for changing the owner are created with this command:
select 'alter table "' || suser_name(creator) || '"."' || table_name || '" alter
owner to "yyyy"' from systab where suser_name(creator) = 'SAPIQDB' and
table_type_str = 'BASE'
## creating the target views
## only necessary if the user name contains the <sid> SAPIQDB
## It is not possible to change the owner of a view; therefore, the views must
be exported, the owner must be changed and then the statement must be applied
## This command can be used to display the views and replace the owner:
select replace (view_def, 'SAPQ6M<SID>', 'DBA')
like 'create view "SAPQ6M<SID>"%'

from sysview where view_def

## create the target messagefile (already done during the load)
select * from sysdbfile where upper(dbfile_name) like '%MSG%'
alter dbspace iq_system_msg rename 'new-pathname'
## rename the target dbfiles and dbspaces
## only necessary if the dbspace or dbfile names contain the <sid> SAPIQDB
alter dbspace yyy rename to xxx
alter dbspace yyy alter file xxx rename to zzz
## these are the dbspaces and dbfiles:
select dbfile_name from sysdbfile
select dbspace_name from sysdbspace
## or as a join:
select dbspace_name , dbfile_name from sysdbspace dbs, sysdbfile dbf where
dbs.dbspace_id = dbf.dbspace_id
## just an overview for checking additional objects, procedures, events, etc,
containing the instance name
select proc_name from sysprocedure where lower(proc_defn) like '%SAPIQDB%'
select event_name, source from sysevent where lower(source) like '%SAPIQDB%'
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5.2.3.2 additional Notes about IQ backup
correct the IQ database user permissions (so that the also work with tx. DBACOCKPIT)
https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SYBIQ/Introduction+Virtual+BackUp+%28+general++back+up+
method+%29+in+SAP+Sybase+IQ
dbisql -c "uid=SAPQ1DUSR;pwd=Sybase4me;eng=server_SQ1_02;dbn=SAPIQDB" -nogui
(DBA>) sp_displayroles;

IQ Options has to be set correctly
sp_iqcheckoptions;
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and the IQ Backup Event correctly is configured
select * from SYSEVENT where "event_name" like 'BACKUP%';
sp_iqevent;
TRIGGER EVENT BACKUP_FULL;
TRIGGER EVENT BACKUP_INCREMENTAL_SINCE_FULLL;
TRIGGER EVENT BACKUP_REQUEST;
sp_iqbackupsummary;

Also, to run successfully either the NLS/DAP or the DTO Process from hot to cold, at least one full backup
had to be triggered, see the following Note
Note 2191066 - You must do a full backup before doing an incremental backup - SAP IQ

Note 2741824 - How to setup backup automation for SAP IQ Cold Store/Near-line Storage
in the attached script of the mentioned SAP Note, you have to adapt your IQ backup location path to your
environment accordantly, otherwise the trigger of the Backup Events will fail.
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5.2.3.3 Simulate the Data Archiving Process (DAP)
Select the Data Object ➔ Edit from the tx. RSA1 ➔ Context Menu

Select “Archiving Request” at the Bottom of the Edit Screen

Select the “Retention Time” and “Check” the Input Values
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Run “Simulate in Dialog” or “In Dialog” to see the DAP Output

Check with tx. DBACOCKPIT the correct creation of the Meta and Content Data Tables.
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Cross check the triggered Backup Events with tx. DBACOCKPIT

To simulate a DAP in SAP BW/4 you have to check with several different UI Components.
Activate the DAP Request with tx. RSDAP
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Continue working in the SAP BW/4 Administration Cockpit (tx. BW4WEB)
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Continue working in the SAP Web GUI (tx. WEBGUI)
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5.2.3.4 NLS/DT/Cold Store Error Messages
Possible Objects involved in Error Messages around IQ NLS usage
[IQ Error SQL-771:HY000][Sybase IQ]Event 'BACKUP_REQUEST' not found
[IQ Error SQL-1090:08004][Sybase IQ]Function 'substr' has invalid parameter '3'
('-1')
SQLCode = -121: Permission denied: you don't have the permission to create
objects in dbspace IQ_SYSTEM_MAIN (refers to DB Option Enable_LOB_Variables)
CL_RSDA_ADSO_ARCHIVING_REQUESTCM01Q (refers to IQ backup problems, Note 2741824)
CL_RSDA_DAP_A=================CM02A (refers to RSDAP activation/prod. usage)
CL_RSDA_NEARLINE_CONNECTION===CP

(refers to missing NLS connection)

CL_RSDA_NEARLINE_OBJECT=======CM00Q (refers to IQ lock mode problems after copy)
CL_RSDA_NEARLINE_OBJECT=======CM01B (refers to IQ configuration problems)
CL_RSDA_NEARLINE_REQUEST======CM004 (refers to missing IQ Backup event)
CL_RSDA_NEARLINE_WRITER=======CM002 (refers to NLS configuration RSDANLCON)
CL_RSDA_NEARLINE_WRITER=======CM004 (refers to NLS DAP Size)
CL_RSDA_SYB_CONNECTION_IMPL===CM006 (refers to wrong setup of RSDANLCON)
CL_RSDA_SYB_CONNECTION_IMPL===CM00C (refers to Note 2482264, space problem)
CL_RSDA_SYB_CONNECTION_IMPL===CM00X (refers to Note 2191066, missing backup)
CL_RSDA_SYB_CONNECTION_IMPL===CM01J (refers to IQ License LOB/VLDBMGMT)
CL_RSDA_SYB_CONNECTION_IMPL===CM02U (refers to missing IQ Backup event)
CL_RSDA_SYB_CONNECTION_IMPL===CM03T (refers Report RSDA_CLEANUP_DTO_COLDSTORE)
CL_RSDA_SYB_WRITER_STRIPED====CM002 (refers to Note 2307267, stripping)
CL_RSSDA_FEDERATION_SERVICES==CM004 (refers to Note 1989436, insufficient priv.)
CL_SQL_STATEMENT==============CM008 (refers to Note 2482264, space problem)
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5.2.4 Error while accessing relocated data
Post upgrade/system copy of BW system, <SID> archiving is having issues: we get the below error (s)
when we try archiving data
Note 2344235 - Errors RSDA022, RSDA019, RSO404 for NLS after a Systemcopy
Note 2540322 - Post upgrade NLS archiving issue - Error while accessing relocated data for SAP IQ
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5.2.5 Commands to activate the IQ license options
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5.2.6 How to find IQ backup growth
Note 2773774 - How to find IQ data growth - SAP IQ
Run the following SQL in the Interactive I-SQL Client:
select
SBH.bu_time as 'backup time'
,SBH.bu_id as 'backup id'
,cast(sum(SBHD.num_blocks_backed_up*(select block_size from
sysiqinfo))/1024/1024 as int) as 'Total data size in MB'
from
SYSIQBACKUPHISTORY SBH
,SYSIQBACKUPHISTORYDETAIL SBHD
where
SBH.bu_id = SBHD.bu_id
and SBH."type" = 0 --IQ full backup
group by
SBH.bu_time
,SBH.bu_id
order by
SBH.bu_time

5.2.7 Analyze Transaction and Message Logs
Note 1947935 - How can Ribo utility translate files generated by PROTOCOL_CAPTURE connection
property SDK for SAP ASE
Note 1979551 - [SAP IQ] How to control the size of message log file(.iqmsg) in SAP IQ15.x later
Note 1983791 - How to truncate transaction Log - SAP IQ 12.7 ➔ all Versions
Note 2221390 - How to truncate the transaction log of a simplex server - SAP IQ
dbbackup -xo -c "eng=server_SQ1_02;UID=DBA;PWD=Sybase4me
Note 2375927 - How to control rapid growth of .iqmsg log
Note 2064101 - Information about logs and trace files - SAP IQ
Note 2270379 - How to dynamically enable SQL Server Request Logging - SAP IQ
Note 3033930 - How to find the connection ID and host information for a failed conn attempt in SAP IQ?
dbisql -c "uid=DBA;pwd=Sybase4me;eng=server_SQ1_02;dbn=SAPIQDB" -nogui
select property('requestlogging');
CALL sa_server_option( 'RequestLogging', 'ALL');
CALL sa_server_option( 'RequestLogging', 'NONE');
CALL sa_server_option( 'RequestLogFile',
'/usr/sap/SQ1/data/log/SAPIQDB_log.out');
jdbc:sybase:Tds:server.domain.com:30285?Database=SAPIQDB?&charset=utf8
&encrypt_password=true&protocol_capture=/tmp/cap.out
sq1adm@server:/usr/sap/SQ1/data/log> Ribo /tmp/cap.out tds_data.txt
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5.2.8 Enable jconnect Support for IQ
Note 2161444 - How to deploy a java jdbc program using different JDBC drivers - SAP IQ
Note 2264847 - Metadata accessor information was not found on this database. - SAP IQ
Note 2773160 - Load Table using client file with SA jdbc (non-TDS) does not work -SAP IQ
Note 2780041 - SQL Anywhere and SAP IQ software search for files such as shared libraries has been
revised
Note 3042864 - JConnect DatabaseMetadata.getTables returns part_xxx tables created by IQ internally
for user partitioned tables - SAP IQ
SAP Help - SAP jConnect Connection Properties
Setup of the JDBC Environment
export SAP_JRE8=/usr/sap/SQ1/SIQ02/shared/SAPJRE-8_1_070_64BIT
export IQDIR16=/usr/sap/SQ1/SIQ02/IQ-16_1
export SQLANY17=$IQDIR16/COCKPIT-4/bin/sa17/linux64
export JDBC_HOME=$SIQ_INSTANCEDIR/jConnect-16_0/classes
export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=$IQDIR16/java:$IQDIR16/jConnect16_0/classes:
$SQLANY17/lib64:$IQDIR16/OCS16_0/lib:
$IQDIR16/DataAccess64/ODBC/lib:$LD_LIBRARY_PATH
export PATH=$SYBASE/shared/SAPJRE-8_1_075_64BIT/bin:
$IQDIR16/java:$IQDIR16/res:$PATH
export CLASSPATH=$SIQ_INSTANCEDIR /jConnect-16_0/classes/jconn4.jar:
$SIQ_SWDIR/java:$SIQ_INSTANCEDIR/jConnect-16_0/classes:$CLASSPATH
sq1adm@server:/usr/sap/SQ1/SIQ02/COCKPIT-4/bin/sa17/linux64/bin64>
./dbupgrad -c "UID=DBA;PWD=Sybase4me;SERVER=server_SQ1_02;DBN=SAPIQDB"
SQL Anywhere Upgrade Utility Version 17.0.9.4899
Database upgrade started
Creating system views
Creation of system views completed
Setting option values
Setting option values completed
Creating migration procedures
Creation of migration procedures completed
Creating jConnect procedures
Creation of jConnect procedures completed
Upgrade completed - shut down database and archive transaction log now
sq1adm@server:/usr/sap/SQ1/SIQ02/COCKPIT-4/bin/sa17/linux64/bin64>
sq1adm@server:/usr/sap/SQ1/data/db> stop_SQ1
sq1adm@sapsrvidna01:/usr/sap/SQ1/data/db> java -jar $JDBC_HOME/jconn4.jar
jConnect (TM) for JDBC(TM)/16.0 SP04 (Build 27506)/P/EBF29603/JDK
1.6.0/jdbcdev/OPT/Mon Nov 9 20:21:50 PST 2020
Confidential property of SAP AG or an SAP affiliate company.
Copyright (c) 2013
sq1adm@server:/usr/sap/SQ1/data/db>
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5.3 Setup OData Support
An OData server consists of OData Producers and an HTTP server.
•

•

OData Producers
In SQL Anywhere, an OData Producer is a Java Servlet that uses the JDBC API to connect to a
database server. An OData Producer processes OData requests and interfaces with the database.
An HTTP server
An HTTP server handles OData requests from web clients. The database server uses the Jetty
WebServer as its HTTP server for OData. This HTTP server acts as a Java Servlet container, which
is required to host OData Producers. Alternatively, you can use a third-party HTTP server to
handle OData requests, provided that your solution can host Java Servlets. For example, you can
set up an IIS or Apache server to forward requests to a Tomcat or Jetty server.

OData Server Architecture

Start the database server with the -xs OData server option with the appropriate server settings. For
example, the following statement starts the database server to listen to OData requests on port 1080:
-xs odata(port=1180)
-xs http(port=1080)
-xs https(port=1443;IDENTITY=/sapmnt/<SID>/exe/sec/rsaserver.id;
IDENTITY_PASSWORD=test;FIPS=yes)
SAP Help: How to set up an OData Server
SAP Help: How to set up the database server as a HTTP web server
Set up a 3rd party Web Server: See SAP First Guidance – Implement SAP BW/4HANA in the Azure Cloud
➔ Chapter 6.6.2.1, e.g. Apache Tomcat 9.x
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5.4 DB Options for Collecting Query Performance Data
SAP Help - Database Options for Collecting Query Performance Data
Note 2539362 - How to enable HTML Query Plan for maintenance user in Replicate IQ Database?
Note 2682442 - ExtEnvResultSet1 error on running load_q - SAP NLS
If Query_Plan='ON' is set globally, the IQ MSG file will grow quickly. To reduce output size,
set Query_Plan_As_HTML without setting Query_Plan.
Note 3093099 - SAP IQ 16.1 is using abnormal temp space IQ_SYSTEM_TEMP - SAP IQ

In addition, check the scripts set_queryplan_options.sql and unset_queryplan_options.sql
located at /usr/sap/<SID>/SIQ<nr>/IQ-16_1/DBACOCKPIT/queryPlanUDF/scripts
that when you run the shell script install_queryplan_udf.sh
located at /usr/sap/SQH/SIQ08/IQ-16_1/DBACOCKPIT/queryPlanUDF/bin/unix
that the needed settings are active.
Furthermore, you also have to edit the scripts install_java_classes.sql and
update_java_classes.sql
located at /usr/sap/<SID>/SIQ<nr>/IQ-16_1/DBACOCKPIT/queryPlanUDF/scripts
contains the absolute path (without variables) to the Java Classes you want to install. Otherwise follow up
errors will occur, and the necessary Java Classes are not active to have the functionality you need here.
Example:
INSTALL JAVA UPDATE FROM FILE '/usr/sap/NLS/SIQ42/IQ-16_1/DBACOCKPIT/
queryPlanUDF/bin/com/sap/cockpit/dba/iq/ResultSetMetaDataImpl.class';
INSTALL JAVA UPDATE FROM FILE '/usr/sap/NLS/SIQ42/IQ-16_1/DBACOCKPIT/
queryPlanUDF/bin/com/sap/cockpit/dba/iq/ResultSetImpl.class';
INSTALL JAVA UPDATE FROM FILE '/usr/sap/NLS/SIQ42/IQ-16_1/DBACOCKPIT/
queryPlanUDF/bin/com/sap/cockpit/dba/iq/QueryPlan.class';
INSTALL JAVA UPDATE FROM FILE '/usr/sap/NLS/SIQ42/IQ-16_1/DBACOCKPIT/
queryPlanUDF/bin/com/sap/cockpit/dba/iq/ConfigurationException.class';
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